
Bonus Blueprints
Version 1.00

This  package  contains  a  set  of  blueprints  for  the 
Neverwinter  Nights  2  Toolset.  It  includes  various  items, 
stores,  placeables,  summonable  creatures  and  triggers, 
sounds, placed effects, as well as a multitude of scripts to 
provide functionality for selected items and triggers. All of 
the items in this package have been provided with custom 
icons, which were created by the author using Paint Shop 
Pro.  Further  details  on  the  blueprints  and  scripts  are 
provided below.

To install the blueprints included in this package, copy the 
contents  of  the  'override'  folder  into  your  personal 
Neverwinter  Nights  2 'override'  directory.  This should be 
located  under the documents  directory tree  in your  home 
folder,  within a folder called 'Neverwinter  Nights 2'.  The 
blueprints  should  then  appear  the  next  time  you  launch 
Neverwinter Nights 2. They are all located under blueprint 
categories called 'Vault'.

The file bbls_lady_on_file.erf can be imported into your 
toolset to add a basic conversation template for the Lady on  
Fire intelligent sword.

I hope you find these blueprints to be useful additions for 
creating your own adventures.

— Robert J. Hall
September 6, 2011
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I. Naming Convention
Many of the items in this package have been ported from 

older role-playing game series. Where the properties of an 
item  do  not  differ  significantly  from  a  standard  magical 
item, a minor property embellishment was added to provide 
some color. These enhancements are typically in the form 
of a single point skill or specialized save bonus. The tags 
for the item blueprints use a standard naming convention, 
described below.

Tag Prefixes
All item tags have a "bb" prefix followed by one of the 

following two letter codes that identify the item type:
• am ‒ amulet

• ar ‒ arrow

• ax ‒ one-handed axe

• bk ‒ book

• bl ‒ belt

• bo ‒ boots

• br ‒ bracers

• bs ‒ bastard sword

• bt ‒ bolt

• bu ‒ bullet

• cb ‒ club

• ck ‒ cloak

• cl ‒ clothing

• cr ‒ crafting

• dg ‒ dagger

• dt ‒ dart

• fa ‒ falchion

• fi ‒ figurine

• fl ‒ flail

• gl ‒ gauntlets

• is ‒ ioun stone

• ka ‒ katana

• km ‒ kama

• la ‒ light armor

• lb ‒ long bow

• ls ‒ long sword

• lt ‒ light shield

• ma ‒ medium armor

• mc ‒ mace

• ms ‒ morning star

• mu ‒ mundane object

• po ‒ potion

• qs ‒ quarterstaff

• rd ‒ rod

• rg ‒ ring

• sb ‒ short bow

• sc ‒ scimitar

• sf ‒ staff

• sg ‒ sling

• si ‒ sickle
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• gm ‒ gemstone

• gs ‒ great sword

• gx ‒ great axe

• ha ‒ heavy armor

• hb ‒ halberd

• hm ‒ hammer

• hn ‒ helmet

• hs ‒ heavy shield

• in ‒ musical instrument

• sl ‒ scroll

• sp ‒ spear

• ss ‒ short sword

• ts ‒ tower shield

• tx ‒ throwing axe

• wa ‒ wand

• wh ‒ warhammer

• wu ‒ wondrous item

• xb ‒ crossbow

Tag Suffixes
The suffix for the item tags describes the original source 

for the item.

• Items  with  tags  that  have a "bgs"  suffix  are  unique 
magic items ported from the Baldur's Gate series. The 
item descriptions are courtesy of Dan Simpson's Item 
Listing at http://www.gamefaqs.com/.

• Items  with  an  "iwd" suffix  are  unique  items  ported 
from the Icewind  Dale series.  The item descriptions 
are courtesy of http://www.gamefaqs.com/.

• The remaining blueprints are custom additions by the 
author. These are either conversions of items from the 
game rulesbooks, or custom creations by the author.

II. Properties
The following section give a summary of the blueprints in 

this  package  that  have  item  properties  set.  Since  item 
properties or costs are not visible in an inventory list, this 
information can be useful for picking appropriate items for 
a module. The 'k' values in parentheses are the item costs 
rounded to  the nearest  1,000 gp (or  100 gp when below 
1,000). Bonus feats and skills are capitalized, while spells 
are in italics. Items highlighted in light grey rely on one or 
more scripts to implement their full effects.

The following abbreviations are used: AC = armor class, 
Cha = charisma, Con = constitution, Dex = dexterity, dmg = 
damage,  DR  =  damage  resistance,  enhance  =  magical 
enhancement, hp = hit points; Int = intelligence, lgt = light 
effect,  LN/TN/CN  =  lawful/true/chaotic  neutral,  regen  = 
regeneration,  SR = spell  resistance,  Str  = strength,  SV = 
saving  throw,  wgt  =  weight,  Wis  =  wisdom  and  wiz  = 
wizard.

The item names are color coded based upon their value 
range according to the following table:

Level Value Color
1-5 0-2k Gray
6-10 3-8k Blue
11-15 9-30k Green
16-20 31-125k Orange
21-25 126-500k Red
26+ 501k+ Violet

For a comparative list of items already in the toolset, see the 
NWN2 Toolset Notes.

Armor

Clothing
These items use the Armor base item type with an armor 

type of Cloth.
Knave's Robe (1k) +1 AC vs. slashing; +1 SV death. For sorcerer, 

warlock or wiz.
Traveller's  Robe (1k)  +1  AC  vs.  piercing;  +1  SV  fort.  For 

sorcerer, warlock, or wiz.
Greater Robe of Scintillating Colors (25k) unique power; 10m 

lgt.
Mantle of Hell's Furnace (21k) burning hands (5) 1 charge/use; 

combust (3) 1 charge/use; unique power 1 charge/use.
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Master's Robe (28k) +2 Int; +3 Cha.
Phaen's Robe of Rags (25k) +2 AC; DR cold 5; DR 1.
Robe of Absorption (26k) DR 1; stoneskin (7) 1/day.
Robe  of  Enfusing (24k)  +2  AC;  SR  12;  +5  Lore.  For  bard, 

sorcerer or wiz.
Wrap  of  Wind  Whispers (22k)  +5  Listen;  gust  of  wind (10) 

1/day;  20% concealment  vs.  ranged;  immune  to  silence;  25% 
vulnerability to sonic.

Mantle of the Coming Storm (89k) +1 AC; DR cold 15; DR fire 
15; +1 SV reflex; freedom of movement (7) 3/day.

Metal-Repellent  Adventure  Wear (35k)  25%  immunity  to 
slashing; +5 AC vs. piercing; For gnome.

Rivings of Ao (41k) unique properties determined by wearer.
Robe of Many Eyes (50k) immunity to sneak attack; Darkvision; 

+3 Spot; see invisibility.
Robe of the Watcher (78k) +4 AC; SR 12; +4 SV mind-affecting.
Robe of  Vecna (71k)  +5 AC;  Improved  Initiative;  SR 12.  For 

sorcerer, warlock, or wiz.
Robe of the Hand (143k) +1 AC; 30% immunity to cold; 30% 

immunity  to  electricity;  30%  immunity  to  fire;  -2  Dex.  For 
sorcerer, warlock, or wiz.

Heavy Armor
These items use the Armor base item type with an armor 

type of Banded Mail, Full Plate or Half-Plate.
Armor of Tuqak Mauler (1.6k) half-plate; +1 AC; +5 hp.
Owl's Feather (2k) half-plate; +1 AC; 50% wgt.
Ankheg Plate Mail (5k) half-plate; +2 AG; 50% wgt.
Delver's Plate (7k) half-plate; +2 AC; +1 SV will.
Sanctity (3k) banded mail; +1 AC; sanctuary (2) 1/day.
Aasimar's Aura (30k)  banded mail; +2 AC; +2 AC vs. evil; +2 

SV; 5m lgt.
Armor of the Hart (22k) full plate; +3 AC; +4 SV fear.
Bathed-In-Blood (15k)  full plate; +5 AC;  lesser restoration (3) 

1/day.
Doomplate (13k) full plate; +3 AC; +2 SV fear; -2 SV death.
Glacial Resilience (22k) banded mail; +1 AC; unique power.
Xerul  Full  Plate (10k)  full  plate;  SR  10;  +50%  arcane  spell 

failure, -4 Use Magic Device.
Blessed Armor of the Clerics of Myrkul (41k) full plate; +2 AC; 

raise dead (9) 1/day; +1 SV fort.
Diamond Cut (69k) full plate; +4 AC; +2 Con; DR 1.
Endiku Full  Plate (64k)  full  plate;  +3 AC; immunity to  sneak 

attack.
Gorgon Plate (51k)  half-plate; +4 AC; DR acid 10; DR fire 10; 

60% wgt.
Plate of the Pit Fiend (32k) full plate; +2 AC; unique power.
Pride of the Legion (39k)  full plate; +2 AC; bull's strength (15) 

1/day.
Shuruppak's Plate (81k) full plate; +4 AC; +2 Dex; DR fire 15; 

30% wgt.
Air Genesi  Armor (185k)  banded mail;  +5 AC; +2 Dex; spell 

immunity:  acid fog,  cloud of  bewilderment,  cloudkill,  stinking  
cloud; 5m lgt.

The  Glory  of  Suffering (156k)  full  plate;  +4  AC;  DR  5 
bludgeoning; DR 5 piercing; DR 5 slashing;  -2 Con; -1 SV ref; 
For good.

Helmet
Amnish Helmet (19) Concentration +1.
Merchant Prince Hat (0.9k) +1 AC vs. bludgeon; +2 Appraise; 

+1 Bluff; +1 Lore; 2d6 gp 1/day.
The Eyes of Truth (1k) darkvision.
Xerul Helm (2k) +2 SV mind-affecting;  -4 Use Magic Device. 

Not for arcane spell casters.
Dragon Sight (5k)  +1 Intimidate;  see  invisibility (3)  1/day;  –2 

Diplomacy.
Helm of Balduran (4k) +1 AC; +1 SV all; +5 hp.
Helm of the Trusted Defender (6k) immunity to sleep; remove 

fatigue 1/day. For gnome or halfling.
Ilian's Hunting Helm (4k) +2 AC.
Kiel's Helmet (5k) +2 SV will; immunity to fear.
Patriot Helm (6k) +2 AC; +1 AC vs. bludgeon. 
Sune's  Laurel of  Favor (4k)  +1 AC; +1 Cha; +2 hp for Sune 

follower.
Blessed Helm of Lathander (22k) +2 AC; cure moderate wounds 

(6)  1/day;  neutralize  poison (5)  1/day;  remove  paralysis (3) 
1/day. For good.

Circlet of Netheril (18k) +10 hp; wizard 7+8 slots; For wizard.
Dragon Helm (22k) DR 10 cold; DR 10 electric; DR 10 fire.
Gift of Peace (17k) +1 SV all; DR 5 cold; DR 5 electric; DR 5 

fire.
Intriguing School Cap (12k) +3 Int; +2 Spellcraft.
Roranach's  Helm (27k)  50%  immunity  to  bludgeon.  For 

barbarian, cleric, fighter, paladin, or ranger.
Tenhammer  Helm (18k)  +3  Listen;  +3  Spot;  immunity  to 

blindness/deafness; blindsight 2/day.
The Third Eye of Kalem'daar (24k) DR 5 acid; DR 5 cold; DR 5 

fire; Cha +2; Wis –1.
Danny's  Duster (58k)  +4 Bluff;  +4 Sleight  of  Hand;  cloud of  

bewilderment (3) 1/day;  grease (2) 1/day;  mirror image 1/day; 
Tasha's hideous laughter (7) 1/day.

Dead Man's Face (89k) +1 AC; immunity to critical hits; +4 SV 
fear; -2 Charisma.

Great White Wyrm's Maw (56k) +1 AC; DR 5 cold;  cone of  
cold (15) 1/day.

Helm of Duty (37k) immunity to enchantment.
Helm of the Noble (85k) +1 AC; immunity to critical  hits;  +1 

Cha; +2 Concentration.
Helm of the Rock (92k) DR 10 acid; DR 10 cold; DR 10 electric; 
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DR 10 fire; +4 SV poison; fear (5) 3/day. For fighter or paladin.
Micro-Macro  Spectroscopes (36k)  +4  Disable  Device;  +4 

Search; +4 Spot; true seeing (9) 1/day.
Skull of Death (34k) slay living (9) 1/day.
Swing from the Masts (63k) +3 AC; +3 Cha; charm person (10) 

2/day.
The Horrific Black Hands of Shelgoth (32k) immunity to death 

magic;  immunity  to  level  drain;  inflict  moderate  wounds (7) 
1/day; mass contagion 1/day.

Vhailor's Helm (100k) +1 AC; unique power.

Light Armor
Armor of Attracting Arrows (10k) cursed studded leather; -3 AC 

all;  +5  AC  bludgeoning;  +5  AC  slashing;  50%  damage 
vulnerability vs. piercing.

Armor of Repenting (4k) cursed studded leather; +2 AC; -2 Dex; 
-5 Disable Device; -5 Hide; -5 Move Silently; -5 Open Lock; -5 
Set Trap.

Armor of the Deep Night (24k) leather; +4 AC; +2 SV poison.
Armor of the Viper (23k) leather; +5 AC; -2 SV poison.
Jack of  Thieves (22k)  padded;  +1  AC;  expeditious  retreat (5) 

1/day;  low light vision 1/day;  +2 Hide;  +2 Move Silently;  +2 
Tumble.

Jester's  Chain (16k)  chain  shirt;  +4  AC;  +1  Perform;  -1 
Intimidate.

Karajah's Life and Death (25k) leather; +3 AC; +2 Dex.
Melodic Chain (10k)  chain shirt; +3 AC; joyful noise 1/day; For 

bard.
Milton Sixtoes' Armor of Absolute Self (22k)  studded leather; 

+2 AC; immunity to mind-affecting.
Shadow  Armor (11k)  studded  leather;  +3  AC;  +3  Hide;  For 

rogue.
Shark Skin Armor (9k) leather; DR 10 acid; DR 10 fire; Dex -1.
The Night's Gift (30k) leather armor; +5 AC; +4 Hide.
Chain of Drakkas (36k)  chain shirt; +3 AC; -10% arcane spell 

failure.
Grandmaster's Armor (90k) studded leather; +6 AC; haste.
Human Flesh (36k)  leather;  +4  AC;  SR 12;  +1  Intimidate;  -2 

Diplomacy. For evil.
Nasty Bits (51k) leather; +4 AC; +4 SV fort; +1 SV acid; +1 SV 

cold.
Silent Interloper (96k) studded leather; +3 AC; +4 Move Silently; 

invisibility (3) 2/day; ethereal jaunt 1/day.
Skin of the Ghoul (75k) leather; +4 AC; +2 SV fort; immune to 

disease; immune to paralysis.
Studded Leather of Thorns (53k) studded leather; +6 AC; death  

armor (3) 5/day.

Medium Armor
These items use the Armor base item type with an armor 

type of Breastplate, Chainmail, Hide Armor or Scale Mail.
Mercenary's  Lot (1k)  chain  mail;  50% wgt  reduction;  +1  SV 

cold; +1 SV fire.
Ashen Scales (7k) scale mail; +2 AC; +1 SV mind-affecting.
Mail of the Dead (3k)  chain mail; +2 AC; 25% vulnerability to 

negative energy.
Armor of Faith (17k) scale mail; +3 AC; +1 SV.
Baleful  Mail (22k)  chain  mail;  +2  AC;  immunity  to  mind-

affecting; -2 Cha. For non-good.
Bladesinger Chain (20k)  chain mail; +4 AC; +2 Move Silently; 

+2 Tumble.
Crimson Chain (12k) chain mail; +3 AC; +1 SV fort.
Mail of Life (22k) chain mail; +3 AC; regen 1; +10 hp.
Mercenary's End (19k) chain mail; +2 AC; DR 5 cold; DR 5 fire; 

30% wgt reduction; unique power.
Uthgar's Blessing (10k) hide; +3 Str; +15 hp.
Xerul Chain Mail (10k) SR 10; +50% arcane spell failure, -4 Use 

Magic Device.
Black Dragon Scale (76k)  scale mail; +3 AC; 25% immunity to 

acid; +2 SV.
Darkmail (41k) chain mail; +3 AC; DR 20 fire.
Orc Leather (33k) hide; +3 AC; DR 5 piercing; -1 Cha.
Red Dragon Scale (83k)  scale mail;  +4 AC; 50% immunity to 

fire.
Shadow Dragon Scale (102k) scale mail; +5 AC; 50% immunity 

to acid.
Sylvan Chainmail (47k) chain mail; mithral; +4 AC; +1 SV; 70% 

wgt reduction.
Aeger's Hide (190k)  hide; +3 AC; 15% immunity to acid; 15% 

immunity to cold; 15% immunity to fire; +4 SV mind-affecting.
Aslyferund  Elven  Chain (178k)  chain  mail;  +5  AC;  DR  5 

bludgeon; DR 5 physical; DR 5 piercing; DR 5 slashing; DR 5 
subdual.

Black Swan Armor (147k)  chain mail; mithral; +4 AC; DR 10 
acid; DR 10 cold; DR 10 electric; DR 10 fire; +2 Cha.

Blue Dragon Plate (172k)  scale mail; +4 AC; 90% immunity to 
electric.

White Dragon Scale (129k) scale mail; +2 AC; DR 30 cold; cone 
of cold (9) 3/day.

Shields

Heavy Shields
These items use the Heavy Shield base item type with an 

armor type of Heavy Shield.
Shield of Fortitude (4k) +2 AC; +15 hp.
Shield of the Falling Stars (6k) +1 AC; +3 AC vs. piercing.
The Red Knight's Shield (6k) +2 AC; +1 AC vs. chaotic.  For 

lawful.
Xerul  Heavy  Shield (8k)  DR  magic  5;  +20%  Arcane  Spell 
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Failure.
Argent Shield (12k) +1 AC; SR 14. Only for elf or half-elf.
Emerald Wyrm (26k) +2 AC; +2 SV acid; Melf's acid arrow (3) 

3/day; Mestil's Acid Breath (5) 1/day.
Sentinel (17k) +4 AC; +2 Spot.
Shield of Harmony (22k) +2 AC; immunity to mind-affecting.
Shield of the Order (25k) +4 AC; +1 SV.
Myo-Myo's Gong (38k) +2 AC; hammer of the gods (12) 1/day.
Shield of Glimred (59k) +4 AC; DR 5 acid; DR 5 cold; DR 5 fire; 

SV +2 poison.
The Knight Cloak (46k) +1 AC; +3 AC vs. undead; immunity to 

level/ability  drain;  immunity  to  mind-affecting;  detect  undead 
3/day.

Light Shields
These items use the Light Shield base item type with an 

armor type of Light Shield.
Cliffs of Targos (2k) +1 AC; lesser vigor 1/day.
Footman's Folly (2k) +1 AC; +1 AC vs. piercing.
Flank of the Virgin (4k) +1 AC; +1 Dex.
Stoutward (3k) +2 AC vs. bludgeon; +2 AC vs. slash.
Kiel's Buckler (9k) +1 AC vs. bludgeon; +1 AC vs. slashing; +2 

Dex.
Knucklehead (10k) +3 AC; 50% weight.
Mooncalf's  Shield (22k)  +2  AC;  +1  AC  vs.  piercing;  unique 

power.
Sad Giant's Cap (26k) +4 AC; +2 SV acid; +2 SV fire.
Shield of the Lost (12k) +2 AC; SR 10.

Tower Shields
These items use the Tower Shield base item type with an 

armor type of Tower Shield.
Red Fang's Tomb (9k) +3 AC; unique power 1/day.
Rhino Beetle Shield (3k) +1 AC vs. piercing; DR 5 fire.
Fortress Shield (41k) +3 AC; +7 AC vs. piercing.
Mystery  of  the  Dead (47k)  +1  AC vs.  piercing;  immunity  to 

finger of death and power word kill.
Dragon Scale Shield (155k) +2 AC; 25% immunity to cold; 25% 

immunity to electric; 25% immunity to fire; 50% wgt. reduction.

Miscellaneous
These items are found under the miscellaneous category. 

In a store they should be placed under the Miscellaneous, 
Potion or Ring sections, as appropriate.

Books
These items use the Book or Miscellaneous Small  Item 

base item type.
Book of Blessings (1k) greater resistance 1/day.

Book of the Deserving (2k) bless (2) 1/day.
Book  of  Leaves (5k)  barkskin (3)  1/day.  For  druid  or  spirit 

shaman.
Tome of Deeds Valorous (4k) remove fear (2) 3/day.
Angelle's  Art  of  Arcane  Animation (19k)  animate  dead (5) 

1/day; false life 1/day; knock (3) 1/day.
Heart  of  Winter (13k)  blindness/deafness (3)  3/day;  burst  of  

glacial wrath 1/day.
Tome of the Supplicant (12k) prayer (5) 1/day.
Vivimancery Primer (29k) lesser vigor 1/day; barkskin (3) 1/day; 

infestation of maggots (5) 1 charge/use; quillfire 1 change/use.
Clay Golem Manual (66k) unique power 1/day.
Iron Golem Manual (111k) unique power 1/day.
Legends of Icewind Dale (85k) gust of wind (10) 3/day; ice storm 

(9) 3/day.

Clothing

Belts
These items use the Belt base item type.

Belt of Stones (0k) cursed; -4 Str.
Earth Hearth Belt (0.2k) +2 hp; cure moderate wounds (6) single 

use.
Elves' Bane (2k) +3 AC pierce.
Golden Girdle of Urnst (2k) +3 AC vs. slashing.
Destroyer of the Hills (4k) +4 AC bludgeon.
Girdle of Beatification (7k) +1 SV fear; bless weapon (6) 1/day.
Girdle  of  Gond (7k)  +10  Open  Lock;  +5  Disable  Device;  +5 

Search. For rogue.
Warded Dragon's Belt (8k) DR 5 cold; +3 SV reflex.
Binding Sash of the Black Raven (29k) +2 Str; +1 SV fear; +4 

SV mind-affecting. For monk.
Blessed Black Goat Girdle (17k) +2 SV; +1 regen.
Girdle of Labelas (28k) Freedom of Movement; haste (5) 1/day.
Girdle of Stromnos (17k) +3 Str; +2 AC vs. bludgeon.
Insulated  Arcs  of  Disredain (17k)  DR  5  electric;  Gedlee's  

electric loop (3) 1/day; lightning bolt (5) 1/day.
Little Giant (21k) +4 Str; immunity to ray of enfeblement.
Mercykiller's Belt (16k) +2 Str; deep slumber 1/day.
Spirit  Sash (15k)  +1  AC;  +1  SV;  +1  SV reflex;  immunity  to 

confusion.
Belt of Inertial Barrier (75k) DR 10 magical; 25% immunity to 

piercing; +2 SV acid; +2 SV cold; +2 SV electric; +2 SV fire; +2 
SV sonic.

Bone Marrow Belt (31k) +1 AC; 50% immunity to slash; 25% 
immunity to bludgeon; -2 Cha. For non-good.

Cumberbund  of  Crushing (41k)  +2  Str;  DR  5  bludgeon; 
Knockdown feat.

Dwarven Ogre (61k) +6 Str.
Girdle of Earth Hold (51k) +2 AC vs. bludgeon; DR 5 bludgeon; 
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immunity to knockdown;  immunity to grease;  Balagarn's  iron  
horn (7) 3/day; -2 Tumble.

Girdle of Fortitude (87k) unique power 1/day.
Sash of Calim (110k) DR 20 fire; 25% immunity to fire; +4 SV 

fire; flame weapon (10) 2/day.
Sash of Hidden Shadows (34k) Freedom of Movement; +3 Hide; 

low light vision 1/day.

Boots
These items use the Boots base item type.

Boots of the Forgotten Ones (2k) cleric/druid spell slots 2×1st, 
1×2nd.

Elven Sewn Boots (1k) 5% immunity to cold.
Quiet Boots (66) +2 Move Silently. For ranger or rogue.
Shadowed Boots (0.6k) +3 Hide; +3 Move Silently. For rogue.
The Frost's Embrace (2k) DR 10 cold.
Treadlightly Boots (17) +1 Move Silently.
Wandering Hunter's Boots (0.6k) +3 Hide; +1 Move Silently; +1 

Survival.
Witherbranch Boots (0.2k) entangle 1/day. Not for druid, ranger 

or spirit shaman.
Worn Whispers (0.8k) +4 Hide; +3 Move Silently.
Boots of Avoidance (6k) +5 AC vs. piercing.
Boots of Moander (6k) immunity to paralysis.
Senses of the Cat (5k) +4 AC vs. piercing; +1 Listen; +1 Spot.
Talos' Gift (5k) DR 15 electric.
Boots of the Fox (20k) +1 AC; unique power
Boots of the Many Paths (9k) unique power 1/day
Boots of the Mist Master (28k) DR 5 acid; DR 5 cold; cloud of  

bewilderment 1/day;  stinking cloud 1/day;  gust  of  wind 1/day; 
10% wgt.; +10% fire vulnerability.

Boots of the West (10k) +2 Cha; immunity to disease.
Boots of Etherealness (96k) etherealness 1/day.
Boots of Lightning Speed (32k) unique power.
Boots  of  Tremorsense (45k)  immunity to  sneak attack;  unique 

power
Chimandrae's Warded Slippers (85k) +5 Dex; +2 SV; immunity 

to doom, entangle and web.
Cinder  Boots (48k)  DR 10  fire;  50% fire  immunity;  -2  Move 

Silently.
Gargoyle Boots (62k) immunity to sneak attack; stoneskin 2/day.
Paws of the Cheetah (33k) Dash; haste 3/day.
Shifter's  Nimble  Boots (36k)  Freedom  of  Movement; 

displacement 1/day.

Bracers
These items use the Bracer base item type.

Tamjan's Bracers (2k) +1 AC; ray of frost (1) unlimited.
Tzu-Zan's Bracers (0.8k) +1 AC; +15 hp. For monk.
Dread Bond (4k) +1 Str; immunity to fear.
Paladin's Bracers (5k) +10 hp. For paladin.

Silver Bracers of Kedl (4k) +2 AC; +1 Appraise.
The Dale's Protector (8k) +1 Dex; +2 Hide; Point Blank Shot.
Thunder Clap (4k) unique power. For monk.
Bracers of Focus (25k) DR 5/+1 weapons. For monk.
Bracers of the Blinding Strike (12k) haste (5) 1/day.
Rakavik's Bracers (18k)  magic missile (3) 1/day;  magic missile 

(5) 1/day; magic missile (9) 1/day.
The Forgotten Bracers (9k) +3 AC; lionheart 1/day.
Bands of the Master (75k) DR 15/+3 weapons. For monk.
Blessed  Bracers (74k)  cure  critical  wounds (7)  1/day; 

resurrection (13) 1/day; +10 hp. For paladin.
Bracers to the Death (42k) +6 AC; +4 Taunt.
Spider Bracelet (71k) DR 5 bludgeon; DR 5 pierce; DR 5 slash; 

+10 hp; -2 Int; -2 Wis.
The Lions of Arkamadis (55k) +5 AC; bull's strength (10) 2/day.
Belle's  Shield (163k)  +3  Wis;  SR  16;  bonus  cleric  spell  slots: 

levels 1/2/3/4/5/6. For cleric.
Bracers of Icelandic Pearl (128k) +4 AC; cone of cold (9) 1/day; 

extract water elemental 1/day; horrid wilting (15) 1/day; -2 Dex.
Indomitable  Bands (208k)  DR  10/+2  weapons;  +5  AC  vs. 

buldgeon; +5 AC vs. pierce; +5 AC vs. slash.

Cloaks
These items use the Cloak base item type.

Elven Sewn Cloak (1k) 5% immunity to cold.
Algernon's Cloak (5k) +2 Cha; +1 Diplomacy.
Berywel's Fantastic Cloak (3k) immunity to  bane; immunity to 

doom; immunity to hold person.
Cloak of Bravery (3k) +1 SV mind-affecting; immunity to fear.
Glimglam's Cloak (4k) +1 AC; +1 SV.
Whispers of Silence (4k) +8 Hide; +8 Move Silently.
Woodland Cloak (5k) +1 Hide; barkskin (3) 1/day.
Cloak of Balduran (16k) +1 AC; +1 SV; SR 12.
Cloak of Reflection (27k) 50% immunity to electric.
Cloak of the Sewers (23k) +1 AC; +1 SV disease; unique power 

1/day.
Cloak of the Shield (11k) +1 AC piercing; +1 AC bludgeon; +1 

AC slash.
Death Shroud of Bankao (26k) +3 Con; bull's strength (3) 1/day; 

ghoul touch (3) 1/day; immunity to glyph of warding.
Deep Woods Cloak (22k) +4 Hide; stoneskin (7) 1/day.
Mithran's Cloak (28k) +3 AC; +2 SV.
Montolio's Cloak (16k) +1 AC; +1 SV; Greater Weapon Focus: 

Dagger. For ranger.
The Spirit's Shield (9k) +2 AC; DR 5 negative energy.
Cloak of Mystra's Embrace (46k) DR 5/+1; stoneskin (7) 1/day.
Cloak of the Stars (95k) unique power 1/day.
Cloak of the Wolf (85k) unique power unlimited uses.
Farmer's Cloak (81k) +3 AC; aid (3) 1/day; entangle (5) 1/day; 

sunbeam (13) 1/day.
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Gliding Puma Cloak (35k) +2 Listen; +2 Search; +2 Spot;  cat's  
grace (15) 1/day.

Improved Cloak of Protection (42k) +2 AC; greater invisibility 
(7) 1/day; haste (10) 1/day.

Gauntlet
These items use the Gauntlet base item type.

Elander's Gloves of Misplacement (0) cursed; -5 Atk; -2 Dex.
Elven Sewn Gloves (1k) 5% cold immunity.
Gauntlets of Infernal Damnation (0) unique power.
Glove of the Long Fingers (0.6k)  +4 Sleight  of Hand; +2 Set 

Trap.
Gloves of Pick Pocketing (0.3k) +4 Sleight of Hand.
Legacy of the Masters (2k) +1 Atk; +2 dmg slash.
Ghoul Gauntlets (3k) on hit: ghoul touch (3).
Gloves of Missile Snaring (4k) Deflect Arrows.
Hands of Takkok (4k) +2 Str; -1 Disable Device; -1 Open Lock; 

-1 Set Trap; -1 Sleight of Hand.
Kaylessa's Gloves (4k) +1 AC; +1 Dex.
Xarrnous'  Second Sword  Arm (4k)  +1  Atk;  Martial  Weapon 

Proficiency.
Gauntlets of Crushing (18k) +4 atk; +4 bludgeon dmg.
Gauntlets  of  Elven  Might (27k)  +1  AC;  +1  SV;  +3  Str.  For 

arcane  archer,  eldritch  knight,  paladin,  ranger,  sacred  fist, 
warpriest.

Gauntlets  of  Extraordinary  Specialization (28k)  +1  Atk;  +2 
dmg; Combat Expertise; Feint. For fighter, paladin, ranger.

Gauntlets of Teeth (14k) +2 Atk; +1d4 bludgeon dmg; +1d6 slash 
dmg. For monk.

Gloves of Healing (13k)  cure light wounds (5) 1/day;  neutralize  
poison (5) 1/day.

The Brawling  Hands (17k)  +2  Dex;  Weapon  Focus  (unarmed 
strike).

Crafting

Recipe Books
Listed below are the available recipe books along with the 

items they can be used to build.
A Study of Quickling Dexterity (10) recipe for  belt of dexterity 

+8.
Assembling the Gauntlets of Power (10) recipe for gauntlets of  

ogre power.
Crafting  of  the  Majister's  Robe (10)  recipe  for  robe  of  the  

archmagi.
Formulary  of  Sorcerous  Shielding (10)  recipe  for  brooch  of  

shielding.
Of Shaundakal's  Legendary Travelling Boots (10)  recipe  for 

boots of striding +2.
Of Wealful Crafts for the Bodily Health (50) recipes for lesser  

amulet of health, amulet of health, greater amulet of health.

Penultimate  Lore  of  the  Supreme  Intellect (10)  recipe  for 
headband of intellect +8.

Purifying Essence of the Nymph Queen (10) recipe for  nymph 
cloak +8.

Crafting/Tradeskill Material
These items use the Miscellaneous Small Item base item 

type.
Carrion  Crawler  Brain  Juice (0.2k)  poison  coating:  DC  13; 

Initial: Paralysis; Secondary: None.
Dragon  Bile (2k)  poison  coating:  DC  26;  Initial:  3d6  Str; 

Secondary: None.
Malyss Root Paste (0.5k) poison coating: DC 13; Initial: 1 Dex; 

Secondary: 2d4 Dex.
Mandrake Root (0.1k) ingested poison.
Nitharit (0.7k) poison coating: DC 13; Initial: None; Secondary: 

3d6 Con.
Sassone Leaf Residue (0.3k) poison coating: DC 16; Initial: 2d12 

hp; Secondary: 1d6 Con.
Terinav  Root (0.8k)  poison  coating:  DC 16;  Initial:  1d6  Dex; 

Secondary: 2d6 Dex.
Black Lotus  Extract (5k)  poison  coating:  DC 20;  Initial:  3d6 

Con; Secondary: 3d6 Con.

Jewelry

Amulets
These items use the Amulet base item type.

Amulet of Dark Flesh (0) cursed; ghoul rot disease;  -4 SV fort.
Amulet of Lesser Magic Resistance (2k) SR 10.
Mirabel's Pendant (0.2k) Spellcraft +3.
The Amplifier (0.9k) bonus spell  slot:  wizard 2; Concentration 

+2.
Wolfsbane Charm (1k) +2 AC vs. shapechanger.
Amulet of the Master Harper (4k) immunity to silence; +4 Open 

Lock; +4 Search. For bard, rogue or shadow thief of Amn.
Badge of the Brave (6k) aid (3) 1/day.
Belib's Multiple Tool of Fortune (4k) +1 SV; +2 Disable Device; 

+2 Open Lock; +2 Set Trap.
Cleansing Medallion (3k) cure light wounds (5) 1/day.
Eye of the Storm (3k) sanctuary (2) 2/day.
Greenstone Amulet (4k) lesser mind blank (9) 1 charge/use.
Periapt of Life Protection (5k) +3 SV death.
Scarab of Defense (4k) Arcane Defense (Transmutation).
Shield Amulet (3k) shield (5) 1 charge/day.
The One Gift Lost (8k) fireball (5) 1 charge/use.
The Protector (5k) +1 AC; +1 SV.
Amulet of Cheetah Speed (13k) haste (5) 1/day.
Amulet  of  Power (28k)  Silent  Spell;  SR  10;  immunity  to 

level/ability drain. For spell-caster.
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Amulet of Seldarine (11k) +1 SV; SR 12.
Amulet of Spell Warding (14k) lesser spell mantle 1/day.
Calm Before the Storm (12k) immunity to mind-affecting spells; 

sanctuary (2) 2/day.
Clasp  of  Bron's  Cloak (13k)  5%  immunity  to  bludgeon;  5% 

immunity to pierce; 5% immunity to slash.
Heart of the Snow Leopard Charm (29k) +4 Dex; DR 5 cold.
Hyborreal Torque (17k) DR 10 fire; SV +4 fire; ray of frost (1) 

5/day; greater creeping cold 1/day.
Kaligun's  Amulet  of  Magic  Resistance (11k)  SR  12;  5% 

immunity to magical damage.
Lucky Pendant of Malfaeous (15k) +1 AC vs. good; +1 SV; SR 

10. For warlock.
Necklace of Adaptation (9k) immunity to drown, stinking cloud,  

cloudkill, mass drown, swamp lung, &c.
Periapt  of  Proof  Against  Poison (14k)  immunity  to  poison; 

neutralize poison (5) 1/day.
Symbol of Corellon Larethian (9k) +4 AC vs. orc; +2 AC vs. 

half-orc.
Barrier Amulet (35k)  minor globe of invulnerability (7) 1/day; 

stoneskin (7) 1/day.
Bile of the Damned (78k) +4 Str; +4 Wis; For evil.
Conster's Amulet of Power (37k) SR 10; immunity to  silence; 

immunity to level/ability drain; Improved Initiative.
Gohoin's  Secret  Charm (48k)  +3  AC;  +1  regen;  greater  

invisibility (7) 1/day.
Harper  Pin (73k)  DR  25  electric;  SV  +5  mind  affecting; 

immunity to magic missile; For harper agent.
Houndstooth  Collar (46k)  +1  Str;  Freedom  of  Movement; 

immunity to fear; magic fang (5) 1/day.
House of Despana Insignia (44k) displacement (9) 1/day; Melf's  

acid arrow (6) 1/day; unique power 1/day.
Nickleby's Last Experiment (125k) mind blank (15) 1/day; lesser  

mind blank (9) 2/day; immunity to feeblemind; +2 Concentration; 
lgt 5m; -4 SV mind affecting. For arcane scholar of Candlekeep; 
wizard.

Rings
These items use the Ring base item type. In a shop they 

should be placed under the Ring section.
Chameleon Ring of Dexterity (2k) Dex +1; Hide +1.
Discipliner (0) cursed; Int -8; Wis -8.
Evermemory (0.8k) 2 bonus Wiz 1 slots. For wizard.
Fade from View (2k) unique power.
Kaylessa's Ring (0.2k) Hide +3. For ranger.
Lucky Knucky (2k) +1 SV; +1 Sleight of Hand.
Ring of Anti-Venom (1k) immunity to poison.
Ring of Arcane Storage (0.6k)  blindsight 2 charges/day;  lesser  

dispel (3) 2 charges/use; web (3) 2 charges/use.
Ring of Danger Sense (2k) Search +5; Spot +5.

Ring of Dwarven Bone (1k) +1 Str. For non-good.
Ring of  Fearlessness (2k)  immunity  to  fear;  +1  Intimidate;  -2 

Wis.
Ring of Lock Picks (0.5k) +5 Open Lock. For assassin,  rogue, 

shadow thief of Amn.
Ring of Nourishment (82) +2 Survival.
Ring  of  Pain  Amplification (0)  cursed;  25%  vulnerability  to 

bludgeon, slash, pierce.
Ring of  Sanctuary (2k)  sanctuary (2)  1/day.  For  cleric,  druid, 

favored soul, spirit shaman.
Ring of  Shadows (1k)  +3 Hide;  +3 Move Silently.  For  monk, 

ranger, rogue.
Ring of the Gorgon (0) cursed; unique power.
Symbol of Labelas Enoreth (1k) +1 Int. For wizard.
Tears  of  the  Fairy  Queen (0)  +5  Use  Magic  Device;  +25% 

magic damage vulnerability. For bard, rogue, warlock.
Topsider's Crutch (1k) Darkvision.
Winter Ring (2k) DR 10 cold.
Yevrah's Ring of Almost Invisibility (1k) +1 AC; +1 Hide.
Crimson Sphere Ring (6k) DR 10 fire; SV +1 fire.
Kontik's Ring of Wizardry (5k) bonus wizard spell slots: 2×1st, 

2×2nd. For wizard.
Mercykiller Ring (3k) Hide +4; Move Silently +4; Set Trap +4.
Ring of Djinni Summoning (3k) unique power 1/day.
Ring of Hearty Strength (6k) +1 Str; +1 Con.
Ring of the Princes (5k) +1 AC; +1 SV.
Ring of Water Breathing (7k) immunity to drown; unique power.
Sandthief's Ring (6k) invisibility (3) 1/day; +2 Sleight of Hand.
Aramite Ring (24k) +3 AC; SR 10. For bard, sorcerer or wizard.
Druid's Ring (12k) unique power 1/day.
Edventar's Gift (26k) Freedom of Movement; amplify (5) 1/day.
Harshom's Arcane Ring (29k) Freedom of Movement; immunity 

to silence.
Honorary Ring of Sune (12k) bonus spell slot cleric/favored soul: 

1/2/3/4. For NG/CG/CN cleric or favored soul.
Ring of Air Control (27k)  greater invisibility (7) 1/day; unique 

power 3/day.
Ring of Spying (29k) Hide +5; Move Silently +5; clairaudience/  

clairvoyance (5) 1/day; invisibility (3) 3/day.
Ring of Warmth (14k) 15% immunity to cold; +2 SV cold.
Shield Ring (11k) shield (5) 2/day; For wizard.
The Claw of Kazgaroth (18k) +1 AC; +4 AC vs. pierce; +3 SV; 

-2 Con; -7 SV death.
The Guard's Ring (23k) +2 AC; +2 SV.
The Specter's Ring (27k) greater invisibility (7) 1/day.
The Victor (12k) unique power unlimited uses.
Tyrannar's Band (22k) +2 Wis; +2 Cha.
Wicked Luck (14k) +2 AC vs. good; +1 SV reflex; Mobility; +2 

Search. For warlock.
Aegis of Torment (46k) +3 AC; +3 Con; +15 hp.
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Cold Reflection (64k) SR 10; globe of invulnerability (11) 1/day.
Every God Ring (34k) +5 Wis.
Fade from View (45k) cursed; unique power.
Holy Symbol of Lathander (83k) bonus spell  slots:  cleric  6/7, 

favored soul (6/7); SR 12; +2 Str; lgt 5m. For good-aligned cleric 
or favored soul.

Ring of Fire Control (40k) 50% immunity to fire; burning hands 
(5) 1/day; unique power 3/day.

Ring of Human Influence (24k) +4 Cha; charm person (2) 1/day.
Ring of Spell Turning (42k) lesser spell mantle (9) 1/day.
Ring  of  Thex (49k)  +4  AC;  +2  SV;  +20  hp.  For  sorcerer  or 

wizard.
Ring of  X-ray  Vision (35k)  unique  power  5/day:  +1 Spot;  +2 

Search.
Serpent Ring (37k) immunity to poison; SR 16; +2 SV will.
The Elfbone Ring of Kiran-Hai (92k) +2 SV death; +2 SV mind 

affecting; +2 SV poison; immunity to finger of death; immunity 
to slay living. For non-evil.

The Warder's Signet (53k) +3 AC; +3 SV.
Ring of Gaxx (215k) +2 AC; +2 SV; SR 12; immunity to disease; 

immunity  to  poison;  +2  Regeneration;  invisibility  (3)  1/day; 
haste (10) 1/day. For non-good.

Ring Zero (483k) +3 AC; +3 Int; wizard bonus spell slots: levels 
1/2/3/4/5/6/7/8/9; light 5m. For wizard.

Other
These items use the Container, Drum, Flute, Gold Piece, 

Mandolin, Miscellaneous Stackable, Spoon, Stein, Thieves' 
Tools or Torch base item types.

Figurine
These items use the Miscellaneous base item types.

Black Knight (21k) unique power 1/day.
Black Spider Figurine (21k) unique power 1/day.
White Bishop (21k) unique power  1/day.
Shakti Figurine (49k) tenser's transformation (11) 1/day.

Instrument
These items use the Drum, Flute, or Mandolin base item 

types.
The Merry Shorthorn (2k) bless (2) 1/day.
Azlaer's Harp (4k) remove fear (2) 3/day. For bard.
Horn of Fog (5k) unique power 1/day.
Lute of the Restful Soul (3k) unique power. For bard.
Lyre of Progression (5k) bonus bard spell slots: 2×2/3. For bard.
The Cittern of War (5k) remove fear (2) 4/day; mass aid 1/day. 

For bard.
Bardic Horn of Valhalla (12k) unique power. For bard.
Bronze Horn of Valhalla (21k) unique power 1/day.
Harp of Discord (29k) confusion (5) 3/day.

Horn of Silence (13k) silence (3) 3/day.
Hunding's Horn (18k) summon creature III (5) 1/day; Track; +4 

Survival.
Methild's Harp (13k) remove paralysis (3) 3/day. For bard.
Pipes of the Wheezing Dragon (15k)  burning hands (5) 3/day; 

combust (3) 1/day. For bard.
Retching Serpent (21k) stinking cloud (50 2/day. For bard.
Silver Horn of Valhalla (12k) unique power 1/day.
Horn of Blasting (49k) shout 1/day; crumble (11) 1/day.
Iron Horn of Valhalla (34k) unique power 1/day.
Owain's Lullabye (84k) cone of cold (9) 3/day. For bard.
The Dire  Old  Lute  of  Pellon  Kay (37k)  dominate  person (7) 

2/day. For bard.
The Horn of Kazgaroth (84k) unique power.
The Unstrung Harp (49k) heal (11) 1/day. For bard.
Viol of the Hollow Men (29k) unique power 3/day.

Ioun Stone
These items use the Miscellaneous Small Object base item 

types.
Dusty Rose Ioun Stone (0.8k) unique power.
Golden Ioun Stone (4k) unique power.
Obsidian Ioun Stone (4k) unique power.
Orgauth's Ioun Stone (7k) unique power.
Pale Green Ioun Stone (4k) unique power.
Pearly White Ioun Stone (3k) unique power.
Silver Ioun Stone (4k) unique power.
Wong Fei's Ioun Stone (7k) unique power.
Lavender Ioun Stone (15k) unique power.

Wondrous
These items use the Miscellaneous base item types.

Bag of Tricks (0.3k) unique power 2/day.
Bell of the Unseen Servant (2k) unique power 5/day.
Bone Talisman (0.7k) vampiric touch (5) 1 charge/use.
Deck of Many Things (0) unique power 1 charge/use.
Dust of Death Knell (0.2k) death knell 1 use.
Dust of Fireburst (0.2k) fireburst 1 use.
Howling Wolf Charm (0.1k) unique power 1 charge/use.
Jester's Bag of Holding (1k) unique power 1/day.
Prayer Mat of Burdened Spirits (1k) +1 Wis. For good.
Stone of Sharpness (1k) keen edge (50 1 charge/use.
Symbol of Sehanine Moonbow (1k)  find traps (3) 1 charge/use; 

lesser dispel (3) 1 charge/use.
Symbol of Shevarash (1k) Darkvision.
Unholy Shroud (0.6k) create undead (11) 1 use. For pale master 

or wizard.
Blur Deck (3k) unique power 1 charge/use.
Globe of Glittering Dust (7k) invisibility purge (5) 1 charge/use.
Holy  Chaos!  Deck (7k)  unique  power  1  charge/use.  For  non-
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lawful.
Beaker of Plentiful Potions (12k) unique power 1/day.
Black Wolf Talisman (15k) +1 AC; +10 hp; 10% immunity to 

cold; +1 SV death.
Decanter of Endless Water (9k) unique power unlimited uses.
Druid's Stone (21k) stoneskin (7) 1/day.
Flame Dance Talisman (13k) +1 AC; fireball (5) 1/day.
Glasses of Identification (13k) identify (3) 3/day.
Hand Fan of Thalomuse (11k) gust of wind (10) 1/day.
Infernal Charging Device of Lantan (27k) magical electrifier.
Young Ned's Knucky (14k) SV +3 ref; SV +2 fort; SV +1 will.
Druid's Tone of Thorns (74k) stoneskin (7) 1/day; spike growth 

(9) 1/day; stonehold (11) 1/day.
Fan  of  the  Green  Dragon (113k)  chain  lightning (11)  1/day; 

darkness (3) 2 /day;  gust of wind (10) 1/day;  power word, stun 
(13) 1/day.

Globe of Sunlight (33k) sunburst (20) 1 use.
Sunfire Talisman (96k) +3 AC; DR 15 fire; sunbeam (13) 1/day.

Weapons
In a store these will appear under the Weapon tab.

Ammunition
Unless  stated otherwise,  bonuses are to damage.  Where 

there is an item multiplier prefix, the cost is for the entire 
multiple of that item. Otherwise it is for a single copy.

Arrows
These items use the Arrow base item type.

Arrow of Dispelling (1k) on hit: dispel magic, DC 16.
Arrow of Slaying (0.1k) on hit: unique power.
Arrows of the Hand (0.5k) +1 pierce, +1 magical dmg.
Holdfast Arrow (0.5k) on hit: unique power.
Hunting Arrow (2k) on hit: wounding, DC 16.
Impact Arrow (1k) +1 pierce; +1d6 bludgeon dmg.
Translocation Arrow (0.1k) on hit: unique power.

Bolts
These items use the Bolt base item type.

Acidic Sponge Bolts (1k) +1d6 acid dmg.
Bolts of Acheron (2k) +2 pierce dmg; on hit: stun, DC 18, 50% 3 

rounds.
Bolts of Kessek the Devourer (2k) +4 pierce dmg; on hit: wound, 

DC 20.
Bolts of Whistling Doom (2k) +2d6 sonic dmg.
Bolts of Wincing (2k) +2d6 slash dmg.
Flasher Blaster Bruiser Mate (2k) +1 pierce dmg; on hit: stun, 

DC 16, 25% 2 rounds.
Kuo-Toa Bolt (1k) on hit: stun, DC 16, 25% 4 rounds.

Sahaugin's  Paralytic  Bolt (1k)  on  hit:  stun,  DC  16,  33%  5 
rounds.

Tranquil Bolt (0.5k) on hit: silence DC 16, 100% 5 rounds.
Bolt of Polymorphing (3k) on hit: unique power.
Rule-of-Three Bolt (9k) +2d6 pierce dmg.

Bullets
These items use the Bullet base item type with an armor 

type of Cloth.
Egg of Cleansing (0.1k) +2d8 dmg vs. undead.
Force Bullet (3k) +2 bludgeon dmg; on hit: unique power.

Axes

Great Axes
These items use the Greataxe base item type.

Hollow Axe (0.2k) mithral; 40% wgt reduce.
Backbiter (48k) +2; on hit: fear, DC 16, 50% 4 rounds; on hit: 

slow, DC 16, 50% 3 rounds.
Butcherer  of  Innocents (36k)  +2;  +2  slash  dmg;  +3  vampiric 

regen; For non-good.
Foe's Fate (59k) +4; on hit: confusion, DC 14, 33% 5 rounds; +1 

electric dmg.
Grim Widow-Through (67k) +3; +2d6 dmg vs. lawful; Keen.
Joril's Axe (31k) +3; +1 Con; -1 Dex.
Lonesome Road (31k) +3; +1 Con.
The Executioner's Wife (34k) +3; true strike (5) 2/day.
Holy Greataxe of Justice (163k) +5; +2d6 dmg vs. evil; on hit: 

blindness, DC 16, 100% 5 rounds; For non-evil.

One-Handed Axes
These  items  use  the  Battleaxe,  Dwarven  Waraxe  or 

Handaxe base item type.
Crescent Hatchet (0.6k) +1 atk; -1 dmg.
Masterwork Battleaxe (0.4k) battleaxe; +1 atk.
Duergar-Forged Axe (5k) dwarven waraxe; +1 slash dmg; Keen.
Echoes of Dorn's Deep (8k) battleaxe; +2; 80% wgt reduce.
Axe of Caged Souls (25k) dwarven waraxe; +3; +2 vs. undead.
Guktok's  Chopper (13k)  battleaxe; +2; +2 vs. dwarf. For non-

good.
Stonefire (29k) battleaxe; +3; +2 fire dmg.
Axe of  the Unyielding (63k)  dwarven waraxe;  +3;  +1 AC; +1 

regen.
Benorg's Truth (70k)  battleaxe; +4; on hit: stun, DC 18, 10% 4 

round.
Blindsider (32k) battleaxe; +1; +2 AC; on hit: flare; 60% weight 

reduce.
Cloudkiss (100k) handaxe; +3 atk; +2d6 electrical dmg; Gedlee's  

electrical loop (3) 5/day; -5 dmg; no combat damage.
Edge of Oblivion (124k) battleaxe; +2; +1d6 cold dmg; 25% cold 

immunity; +2 SV cold.
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Faith Killer (64k) battleaxe; +2 atk; SR 12; on hit: unique power.
Frostreaver (31k) battleaxe; +3; 1 acid dmg; 1 cold dmg.
Heartgrinder (76k) battleaxe; +3; +2 AC; on hit: unique power.
Hrothgar's Axe (50k) battleaxe; +3; +1 Cha; +1 Wis.
Kegsplitter of Shaengarne Ford (43k)  handaxe; +3; +1 Str; +1 

vs. construct.
The Celebrant's Blade (51k) battleaxe; +4; on hit: daze, DC 16, 

10% 3 rounds.
Tunderog, the Dwarf Slayer (98k) handaxe; +1; +2 vs. dwarf; +2 

AC vs. dwarf; on hit: slay racial group, DC 16, dwarf.
Wizard Slayer (53k)  battleaxe;  dispel magic (10) 1/day; on hit: 

unique power; For barbarian, fighter, monk.
Spiritcaller (199k)  battleaxe;  +2;  inflict  critical  wounds (12) 

3/day; shadow conjuration (7) 1/day.
Axe of the Unyielding (812k) dwarven waraxe; +5; +1 AC; +3 

regen; +1 Con; on hit: Vorpal, DC 20.

Bladed

Bastard Swords
These items use the Bastard Sword base item type.

Fang (0.6k) +1 acid dmg.
Masterwork Bastard Sword (0.5k) +1 atk.
Albruin (26k)  +1;  +2  slashing  dmg;  see  invisibility (3)  1/day; 

immunity to poison.
Bastard's Son (11k) +2; sanctuary (2) 1/day.
Blade of Searing (24k) +3; +1 fire dmg.
Foebane (85k) +5; +2d6 dmg vs. outsider, shapechanger, undead.
Jhor the Bleeder (70k) +2; on hit: wounding, DC 18.
Purifier (228k)  +5;  SR 16;  +5  dmg.  vs.  CE;  dispel  magic (5) 

2/day; mass cure serious wounds 1/day.

Great Swords
These items use the Greatsword base item type.

Masterwork Greatsword (0.5k) +1 atk.
Bonecleaver (5k) +1; +2 vs. undead.
Kondar (5k) +1; +2 vs. shapechanger.
Winged Blight (5k) +1; +2 vs. human.
Flame of the North (9k) +2; +2 dmg vs. CE.
Kresselack's Sword (11k) +1; DR cold 10.
Cairn Blade (70k) +4; Great Fortitude.
Greatsword of the Soulless (108k) +5; +5 vampiric regen.
Joril's Dagger (58k) +3; on hit: confusion, DC 20, 25% 3 rounds.
Lilarcor (89k)  +3;  immunity  to  mind-affecting;  on  hit:  unique 

power.
Psion's Blade (117k) +5; immunity to mind-affecting.
Serrated Bone Blade (31k) +3; +1d4 cold dmg.
Slayer (53k) +5; +2 parry.
Spider's Bane (70k) +2; Freedom of Movement.
The Snow Maiden's Reaver (109k) +2 atk; no combat dmg;+2d8 

cold dmg; on hit: unique power.

Fellintara (206k) +4; prismatic spray (13) 1/day; blindsight 3/day; 
+5 Listen; +5 Spot; light 10m.

Gram the Sword of Grief (467k) +5; SR 10; on hit: level drain, 
DC 18; on hit: poison, DC 16, 1d2 Con.

Saga of the Wandering Sky (412k) +5; on hit:  doom, DC 16, 
100% 5 rounds.

Soul Reaver (159k) +4; on hit: ability drain, DC 18, Str. Not for 
good.

Light
These items use the Dagger, Kama or Kukri base type.

Applebane (2k) dagger; +1; +1 Lore.
Dagger of Light (2k) dagger; +1, lgt 5m. For wizard.
Goblin Hunter (2k) dagger; +1 atk; +2 vs. goblinoid.
Masterwork Dagger (0.4k) dagger; +1 atk.
Apsel's Dagger (4k) dagger; +1; Keen.
Grave Binder (7k) dagger; +2 atk; +2 negative energy dmg.
Green Steel Dagger (5k) dagger; +1 slash dmg; 1% weight.
Longtooth (8k) dagger; +2; +1 Parry.
Soultaker (3k) dagger; +1 negative energy dmg; doom (2) 1/day; 

-1 SV death. For LG.
Boneblade (30k) dagger; +2; +2 Atk; +1d4 acid dmg.
Caernach's Silver Sickle (19k) sickle; +3; lesser vigor 1/day.
Chaos Feather (30k) dagger; +1; on hit: confusion, DC 16, 25% 5 

rounds; on hit: fear, DC 16, 10% 5 rounds.
Dagger of Nym (16k) dagger; +2; +2 SV poison.
Heart of the Golem (11k) dagger; +2; +1 fire dmg.
Neb's Nasty Cutter (23k)  dagger; +2; on hit: unique power. For 

evil.
Ol' Withery (15k) dagger; +2; +2d6 massive criticals.
Runeblade (29k) dagger; SR 18; -4 atk. For wizard.
Spinesheath (22k) dagger; +1; +3 atk; Keen.
Bone Kris of Black Ichor (39k)  dagger; +2; on hit: poison, DC 

18, 1d2 Dex.
Dagger of the Star (67k) dagger; +5; on hit: unique power.
Dagger of Venom (39k)  dagger; +2; on hit: poison, DC 18, 1d2 

Con.
Final  Word (39k)  dagger;  +3;  on  hit:  silence,  DC 16,  25% 2 

rounds.
Fire Kiss (84k) dagger; +3; on hit: unique power.
Life-Stealer (110k) dagger; +4; on hit: level drain, DC 14.
Punch Dagger of Zar'anun (83k) dagger; +2; +2 pierce dmg; +2 

AC; +7 Hide; +7 Move Silently.
Scarlet Kama (95k) kama; +3; Keen; on hit: wounding, DC 16.
Stiletto of Demarchess (70k)  dagger;  +2;  on hit:  hold,  DC 18, 

33% 2 rounds.
Sulo's Hook (73k) dagger; +1 pierce dmg; +3 AC; +1 SV; SR 10.
The Salamander's Tongue (96k)  dagger;  +3; +1 fire dmg; DR 

fire 10; +3 SV poison; entropic shield (5) 1/day.
Veira's Grievance Tear (91k)  dagger; +3; +4 vs. undead; Keen; 
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+2d10 massive criticals.
Widowmaker (87k) dagger; +2; +2 slash dmg; on hit: poison, DC 

16, 1d2 Con; +4 SV poison.
Breath of Auril (204k) dagger; +3; +1 Int; cone of cold (9) 2/day; 

DR cold 20; -1 Cha; 50% fire vulnerability.
Umei Kaihen (156k)  kama;  +3; +1d6 pierce  dmg; +3 Dex;  +2 

Hide; +2 Move Silently; +2 Open Lock; +2 Search.

Longswords
These items use the Longsword base item type.

Masterwork Longsword (0.4k) +1 atk.
Dancing Sword of Cimrius (6k) +1; +1 sonic dmg; unique power 

5/day.
Intelligent Sword (5k) +1; unique properties. Template item.
Intercession (16k) +1; +2 AC vs. bludgeon, +1 AC vs. slash.
Varscona (12k) +2; +1 cold dmg.
Wight's Blade (20k) +1; on hit: doom, DC 16, 33% 5 rounds.
Adjatha the Drinker (52k) +2; +1 vampiric; immunity to mind-

affecting.
Alamion (56k)  +3;  +2  vs.  elemental;  DR  fire  10;  10%  cold 

vulnerability.
Blade of Roses (50k) +3; +2 Cha.
Dragonslayer (69k)  +2;  +1d8+2  dmg  vs.  dragon;  +1  regen; 

immunity to fear; see invisibility (3) 1/day.
Erevain's Broad Sword (104k) +2; +1 slash dmg; immunity to 

paralysis; 10% acid immunity; -2 Parry.
Moonblade of Selune (50k) +2 Atk; +1d8+2 dmg; +1d8+2 dmg 

vs. undead; no combat dmg; -5 decreased dmg.
Namarra (32k) +2; silence (3) 3/day.
Sword of Gleaming Dykhast (70k) +3; on hit: blindness, DC 18, 

5% 5 rounds.
The Equalizer (42k) +1 vs. lawful, chaotic, good, evil; +1 dmg 

vs. lawful, chaotic; +2 dmg vs. good, evil.
The Lady on Fire (53k) +2; +2 vs. evil; +1 AC vs. evil; +2 SV 

fear; lgt 10m; unique properties. For good or LN; human, half-
elf, planetouched, outsider.

Turodahel (32k) +2; +2 Int.
Angurvadal (418k)  +5;  +1d6  fire  dmg;  +6  Str;  immunity  to 

level/ability drain.
Daystar (251k) +2; +2 vs. evil; +1d8+2 dmg vs. undead; sunburst 

(20) 1/day; light 5m.
Light of Cera Sumat (400k) +5; +2d6 dmg vs. evil; SR 18; dispel  

magic (10) unlimited uses.  For LG; paladin,  divine champion, 
warpriest.

Pale Justice (176k) +4; +3 vs. evil; immunity to fear; immunity to 
mind-affecting.

Blackrazor (600k) +3; +1 regen; immunity to fear; on hit: unique 
power.

Other
These items use the Falchion, Katana, Rapier or Scimitar 

base item type.
Cradle of Mielikki (7k) scimitar; +1; cure light wounds (5) 1/day. 

For ranger.
Alverghaj (18k) scimitar; +1; +2 dmg vs. reptilian; SV +4 poison.
Malakar (16k) katana; +2; +2 AC vs. slash.
Rashad's Talon (17k) scimitar; +2; keen.
Shazzelim (10k) scimitar; +1; Silent Spell; on hit: unique power. 

For evil.
Celestial  Fury Katana (110k)  katana; +3; on hit: stun, DC 16, 

100% 1 round; on hit: unique power;  lightning bolt (5) 1/day; 
blindness/deafness (3) 1/day.

Feather  Sword (64k)  falchion;  +2  atk;  +1d8+1  sonic  dmg;  no 
combat damage; +2 Spot; cat's grace (3) 1/day; 10% weight.

Kachiko's  Wazisashi (79k)  katana;  +2;  +3  slash  dmg;  on  hit: 
ability drain, DC 16, Wis.

Moonblade (53k) rapier; +3; +1 AC; DR fire 10; low light vision 
1/day. Special usage restriction.

Twinkle (46k) scimitar; +3; +2 AC. For good.
Valiant (110k)  scimitar;  +2;  immunity  to  paralysis;  Improved 

Evasion.
Scimitar of the Soulless (663k) scimitar; +5; +1d4 acid dmg; on 

hit: level drain, DC 18; on hit: dispel magic, DC 16.

Short Swords
These items use the Short Sword base item type.

Masterwork Short Sword (0.4k) +1 atk.
Thy-Dunag Blade (4k) +1; +1 atk.
Cutthroat (19k) +2; +2 vs. good.
Kundane (13k) +2; +5 Parry.
Ilbratha (12k) +1; mirror image 1/day.
Silentkiller (12k) +2; +2 Hide; +2 Move Silently.
The Whistling Sword (12k) +2; +1 SV will.
Arbane's Sword of Agility (62k) +2; immune to paralysis;  haste 

(5) 1/day.
Letto's Scar (48k) +1; +2 vs. good; on hit: poison, DC 16, 1d2 

Con; immune to poison, -1 SV fort.
Lolth's Cruel Sting (54k) +3; on hit: unique power; immune to 

web.
Short Sword of Mask (46k) +4; on hit: unique power.
Spell Diver (99k) +2; on hit: silence, DC 18, 50% 2 rounds; 5% 

immunity to magic dmg; SR 12. For barbarian, fighter, paladin, 
ranger, rogie.

The Shadow's Blade (39k) +3; on hit:  silence,  DC 16,  50% 3 
rounds.

The Sword of Days (72k) +3; on hit: slow, DC 16, 25% 5 rounds.

Blunt

Clubs
These items use the Club base item type.

Bone Club (10k) +2; +1 vs. undead.
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Club of Nettles (12k) +2; on hit: confusion, DC 16, 25% 2 rounds.
Dazer (12k) +1; on hit: stun, DC 16, 5% 5 rounds.
Gnasher (16k) +2; on hit: unique power.
The Root of  the Problem (12k)  +1;  +2  vs.  aberration;  +1 vs. 

undead; +1 acid dmg.
Blackblood (40k) +3; +3 acid dmg.
Blind Terror (92k) +2; +2d4 acid dmg; on hit: blindness, DC 16, 

10% 5 rounds.
Branching Paths of Kuldahar (99k) +4; DR cold 5; DR 1.
Club of Detonation (71k) +3; +3 fire dmg; on hit: unique power.
Devil's Due (42k) +1, +2 AC vs. pierce; +1d6 acid dmg; on hit: 

unique power.
Headknocker (56k) +3; +2 bludgeon dmg; on hit: confusion, DC 

16, 25% 3 rounds.
Peacekeeper (39k) +3; on hit: stun, DC 16, 10% 2 rounds.
Tashima's Hideous Club (42k) +1; charm person (10) 1/day; on 

hit: unique power.
Club of Detonation (176k) +5; +5 fire dmg; on hit: unique power.

Flails
These items use the Flail base item type.

Black Chimes (20k) +1; on hit: deafness, DC 16, 25% 4 rounds; 
-1 Move Silently.

Misery's Herald (25k) +3; +2 vs. elf.
Flail of Veranon (62k) +3; +1d6 fire dmg; on hit: unique power.
Ice Star (74k) +4; DR fire 5; +1d4 cold dmg.
Skirling Svirfneblin Skull (63k) +3; on hit: unique power.
Skull Flail (56k) +4; +1d4 pierce dmg; +1d6 massive criticals.
The  Shackles  of  Roa (114k)  +3;  greater  bull's  strength (11) 

1/day.
Flail of Ages (530k) +5; +2 acid dmg; +2 cold dmg; +2 electric 

dmg;  +2  fire  dmg;  +2  negative  energy  dmg;  Freedom  of 
Movement; SR 10; on hit: slow, DC 16, 33% 5 rounds.

Hammers
These items use the Light Hammer or Warhammer base 

item type.
Masterwork Warhammer (0.4k) warhammer; +1 atk.
Anvil's Twin (7k) light hammer; +1; +3 vs. construct.
Knee-capper (7k) light hammer; +1; +3 vs. giant.
Ashideena (12k) light hammer; +2; +1 electric dmg.
Borok's Fist (12k) warhammer; +2; +1 electric dmg.
Foolsmiter (16k) warhammer; +2; on hit: unique power.
Giant's Sleep (25k) warhammer; +3; +2 vs. giant.
Hammer of  Comminution (27k)  warhammer;  +1;  Keen;  +1d8 

acid dmg.
Hammer of Darkness (15k)  warhammer; +1; on hit: blindness, 

DC 16, 66% 4 rounds.
Valorfoe (23k)  warhammer;  +2;  on  hit:  fear,  DC  16,  33%  4 

rounds.

Brimstone Hammer (88k) warhammer; +1; +4 fire dmg; 25% fire 
immunity.

Brutal  Impact (70k)  warhammer;  +3;  +2  Str;  on  hit:  unique 
power.

Redemption (58k) warhammer; +4; on hit: unique power.
Crom Faeyr (181k)  warhammer; +3; +2 Str; on hit: slay giant, 

DC 16.
Runehammer (778k)  warhammer; +5; on hit:  slay undead,  DC 

20; +4d6 dmg vs. undead; immunity to fear; DR negative energy 
15; greater bull's strength (11) 1/day; mass cure serious wounds 
1/day.

Maces
These items use the Mace base item type.

Iron Hand of Ohanion (2k) +1; unique power 1/day.
Masterwork Mace (0.4k) +2 atk.
Baatezu Mace (5k) +1; +1 bludgeon dmg; 60% wgt.
Mountains of Selune (7k) +1; lgt 5m.
Ardula's Fall (12k) +1; on hit: slow, DC 16, 10% 3 rounds.
Handmaiden's Mace (29k) +2; on hit: poison, DC 16, 1d2 Con. 

For evil elf or half-elf.
Jerrod's Mace (11k) +2; +3 vs. outsider.
Selune's Promise (22k) +1; +2 vs. incorporeal;  DR neg. energy 

10.
Skullcrusher (25k) +3; on hit: unique power.
Troll Killer (20k) +2; +2 vs. giant; on hit: unique power.
Belib's Everlasting Torch (44k) +2d6 fire dmg; lgt 10m.
Glowing Azure Rod (78k) +3; +3 vampiric regen; +2d6 dmg vs. 

evil.
Heaven and Earth (86k) +3; +3 bludgeon dmg; +2 Str. For good.
Mace of  Weal  and Woe (53k)  +1;  +2 vs.  lawful;  +1 dmg vs. 

lawful; +1 SV; on hit: unique power. For non-lawful.
Mauler's Arm (74k) +2; +4 Str.
Monkey Paw of Discipline (110k) +3; on hit: confusion, DC 20; 

5% 5 rounds.
Morning  Glory (38k)  +2;  cure  light  wounds (5)  3/day;  cure  

critical wounds (7) 1/day.
Selune's Blessing (85k) +5; +2 vs. undead; +2d6 dmg vs. undead.
Storm Star (43k) +3; +1d6 electric dmg.
The Justifier (78k) +1; +2 vs. evil; +2 regen; lgt 15m.
Storm Star (266k) +5; +1d6 electric dmg; DR electric 10; on hit: 

unique power.

Morningstars
These items use the Morningstar base item type.

Masterwork Morningstar (0.4k) +1 atk.
Eveningstar (5k) +1; flare (1) 3/day; +2 Spot; lgt 5m.
Defender of Easthaven (23k) +2; +1 AC; +1 SV reflex.
Everard's Morningstar (30k) +2; on hit: silence, DC 18, 50% 3 

rounds.
Kiel's Morningstar (20k) +3; on hit: unique power.
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The Giving Star (20k) +3; on hit: unique power.
The Sleeper (23k) +2; on hit: unique power.
Wyvern's Tail (20k) +2; on hit: poison, DC 14, 1d2 Con.

Double-sided
These items use the Quarterstaff base item type.

Delnar's Delight (25k) +2; protection from arrows 2/day.
Ryomaru's  Harmless  Tanuki  Staff (27k)  +2;  on  hit:  unique 

power.
Spendelard's Protector (18k) +1; +1 AC; +1 SV reflex; +1 SV 

will.
Staff of Nature's Wrath (14k) +1; entangle (5) 2 charges; flame  

strike (12) 4 charges.
Staff of Sparks (28k) +1; +1d4 electric  dmg;  Gedlee's  electric  

loop (3) 1/day; DR electric 5. For sorcerer, wizard.
Staff of Rynn (39k) +4; +1d8 fire dmg.
Staff  of  the  Hanged  Men's  Glee (60k)  +1;  animate  dead (5) 

3/day; -2 Cha.
The All-Seeing Staff (72k) +2; +2 atk; +4 SV reflex; +5 Spot. For 

lawful.
The Summoner's Staff (59k) +3; summon creature IV (7) 1/day.
Whispering  Staff (72k)  +3;  on  hit:  silence,  DC  16,  100%  4 

rounds; Move Silently +4; invisibility sphere (5) 1/day.
Staff of Arundel (134k) +3; DR cold 5; DR fire 5; bonus druid 

spell slots: levels 5/6.

Mage-Specific

Rods
These items use the Magic Rod base item type.

Rod of Absorption (13k) lesser  spell  mantle 1  charge/use.  For 
cleric, sorcerer, wizard.

Rod of Resting (13k) unique power 1 charge/use.
Rod of Withering (25k) unique power.
Wilding Rod (29k) unique power 3/day. For sorcerer, wizard.

Staves
These items use the Quarterstaff base item type.

Staff of Charming (25k) charm person (10) 1 charge/use; charm 
monster (10) 2 charges/use. For bard, sorcerer, wizard.

Staff  of  Moradin's  Breath (23k)  +2;  resurrection (13)  1 
charge/use. For cleric, favored soul.

Arcane Dueling Staff (46k) +1 Atk; immunity to  magic missile; 
lesser spell breach (7) 1/day; +2 Concentration; +2 Spellcraft; -1 
dmg. For bard, sorcerer, wizard.

Boreal Staff (32k) ice storm (9) 2 charges/use; cone of cold (9) 2 
charges/use; ray of frost unlimited use. For sorcerer, wizard.

Overlight  Staff (56k)  +1;  Darkvision;  low  light  vision 1 
charge/use;  darkness (3)  1  charge/use;  unique  power  3 
charges/use; on hit: unique power. For sorcerer, wizard.

Screaming  Staff (35k)  +1;  +1d6  sonic  dmg;  sound  burst (3) 
2/day;  shout 1/day;  joyful noise 1/day; immunity to  silence; -2 
Listen; -4 Move Silently. For sorcerer, wizard.

Staff of Abjuration (53k) shield (5) 1 charge/use; resist elements 
(3) 1 charge/use;  dispel magic (5) 1 charge/use;  dismissal (7) 2 
charges/use;  lesser  spell  mantle (9)  2  charges/use;  globe  of  
invulnerability (11) 3 charges/use. For sorcerer, wizard.

Staff of Air (44k) +2; hiss of sleep 1 charge/use; unique power 1 
charge/use; on hit: unique power.

Staff  of  Curing (42k)  +1;  +2  AC;  cure  serious  wounds (5)  1 
charge/use;  remove disease (5) 1 charge/use;  neutralize poison 
(5) 1 charge/use. For cleric, favored soul, paladin.

Staff  of  Enchantment (37k)  sleep (5)  1  charge/use;  Tasha's  
hideous laughter (7) 1 charge/use; touch of idiocy 1 charge/use; 
crushing  despair 2  charges/use;  deep  slumber 2  charges/use; 
mind fog (9) 3 charges/use. For sorcerer, wizard.

Staff of Light (58k) +1; +2 vs. incorporeal; on hit: flare; searing  
light (5) 1 charge/use; sunbeam (13) 2 charges/use; lgt 20m. For 
bard, sorcerer, warlock, wizard.

Staff  of  Nature's  Wrath (26k)  +1;  entangle (5)  1  charge/use; 
flame strike (12) 2 charges/use. For druid, spirit shaman.

Staff of Necromancy (41k) touch of fatigue unlimited use; ray of  
enfeeblement (2) 1 charge/use;  cause fear 1 charge/use;  ghoul  
touch (3) 1 charge/use;  enervation (7) 2 charges/use;  circle of  
death (11) 3 charges/use. For pale master, sorcerer, wizard.

Staff of Thunder and Lightning (57k) +2;  lightning bolt (5) 1 
charge/use; call lightning (5) 1/day; on hit: stun, DC 16, 10% 2 
rounds. For cleric, druid, favored soul, spirit shaman.

Staff of Striking (27k) on hit: unique power.
Staff  of  the  Ram (142k)  +4;  +1d10  magical  damage;  on  hit: 

unique power.
Staff  of  the  Woodlands (170k)  +4;  +3  AC;  unique  power  1 

charge/use; dominate animal (5) 1/day. For druid, spirit shaman.

Wand
These items use the Magic Wand base item type.

Pemby's  Wand  of  Many  Missiles (2k)  magic  missile (3)  1 
charge/use; magic missile (5) 2 charges/use; magic missile (9) 4 
charges/use.

Wand  of  Grease (0.5k)  grease (2)  2  charges/use.  For  bard, 
sorcerer, wizard.

Wand of Trap Detection (1k) find traps (3) 3 charge/use.
Wand of Bull's Strength (3k) bull's strength (3) 1 charge/use. For 

bard, sorcerer, wizard.
Wand of Cloudkill (7k) cloudkill (9) 3 charges/use. For sorcerer, 

wizard.
Wand of Cursing (5k) unique power: 1 charge/use.
Wand of  Dismissal (3k)  dismissal (7)  5  charges/use.  For  bard, 

sorcerer, wizard.
Wand  of  Freezing  Death (8k)  creeping  cold 1  charge/use; 
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hypothermia 2 charges/use; ice storm (9) 3 charges/use; cone of  
cold (9) 4 charges/use. For sorcerer, wizard.

Wand of Indecision (5k)  touch of idiocy 1 charge/use;  cloud of  
bewilderment (3) 1 charge/use;  confusion (5) 3 charges/use. For 
bard, sorcerer, wizard.

Wand  of  Remove  Paralysis (3k)  remove  paralysis (3)  1 
charge/use. For bard, sorcerer, wizard.

Wand of Scorching (5k) unique power 1 charge/use. For sorcerer, 
wizard.

Wand of Corrosion (10k)  acid fog (11) 5 charges/use;  vitriolic  
sphere 4 charges/use; Mestil's acid breath (5) 2 charges/use. For 
bard, sorcerer, wizard.

Wand of Polymorphing (10k) unique power 5 charges/use. For 
sorcerer, warlock, wizard.

Wand of Spell Striking (9k) lesser spell breach (7) 3 charges/use; 
greater spell breach (11) 5 charges/use. For sorcerer, wizard.

Polearms
These items use the Halberd, Scythe or Spear base type.

Dredging Claw (2k) halberd; +1; 80% wgt.
Masterwork Halberd (0.4k) halberd; +1 atk.
Masterwork Spear (0.4k) spear; +1 atk.
Halcyon (4k) spear; +1; +1 electric dmg.
Peasant's Reward (8k) halberd; +2; +1 massive criticals.
Spear of Sorrows (5k) spear; +1; +2 vs. goblinoid.
Backbiter (15k) spear; +3; on hit: unique power.
Dragon's Bane (22k) halberd; +3; +3 vs. dragon.
Duskblade (17k) halberd; +2; +1d4 cold dmg. For evil.
Spear of Kuldahar (17k) spear; +3; +8 hp.
Spear of White Ash (21k) spear; +3; 1d6 massive criticals.
Surysis's Blade (11k) halberd; +2; +1 AC vs. chaotic. For lawful.
Kyosti's Hunting Spear (71k) spear; +2; +1d8 pierce dmg; +1d10 

massive dmg; Keen.
Long Cleaver (58k) halberd; +4; on hit: confusion, DC 16, 5% 5 

rounds. For chaotic.
Puny's Poker (48k) spear; +3; on hit: wounding, DC 14.
Ravager (89k) spear; +4; fear (5) 3/day.
Slayer (70k) spear; +5; Keen.
Spear of Kerish (61k)  spear; +3; 10% immunity to fire; on hit: 

unique power.
Spear  of  the  Einherjar (123k)  spear;  +4;  Extend  Rage;  +4 

vampiric regen. For barbarian.
Spear of the Unicorn (56k) spear; +2; +3 SV death; immunity to 

charm monster,  charm person,  charm person or animal, mass  
charm monster, hold person, hold monster.

Spear of Withering (67k)  spear; +4; on hit: poison, DC 16, 1d2 
Dex.

Spectral  Dragon's Breath (33k)  halberd; +4;  +1 acid dmg; +1 
cold dmg; +1 electric dmg; +1 fire dmg.

Spectral  Dragon's Breath (104k)  halberd; +6;  +1d4 acid dmg; 

+1d4 cold dmg; +1d4 electric dmg; +1d4 fire dmg.
Wave Halberd (41k) halberd; +4; on hit: unique power.
Blackmist (205k)  halberd;  +4;  mass  blindness/deafness (15)  3 

uses/day.
Impaler (232k) spear; +3; +2d10 pierce dmg.
Ixil's  Spike (293k)  spear;  +6;  Freedom  of  Movement;  on  hit: 

unique power.
Life's Blood Drinker (194k) spear; +5; on hit: wounding, DC 16; 

+4 vampiric regen.
Pudu's  Blight (130k)  halberd; +3;  on hit:  stun,  DC 18; 25% 1 

round; on hit: unique power.
Ravager (423k) spear; +6; fear (5) 3/day; on hit: vorpal, DC 16.
The  Hammer  of  Lucerne (196k)  halberd;  +1;  on  hit:  slay 

outsider/undead, DC 16.

Ranged Weapons

Crossbows
These items use the Light Crossbow or Heavy Crossbow 

base item type.
Masterwork Heavy Crossbow (0.5k) heavy; +1 atk.
Masterwork Light Crossbow (0.5k) light; +1 atk.
Hagnen's Folly (3k) heavy; +3; -1 Wis.
Makavail's Bane (3k) light; +2 atk; +2 Hide.
Bren Muller's Crossbow (30k) light; +2; +3 atk.
Doom Bolter (24k) heavy; +3 atk; Rapid Reload.
Giant Hair Crossbow (6k) heavy; mighty +5.
Iron Mary's Bold Reply (20k) light; +3 atk; +2 SV cold; +2 SV 

fire.
Necaradan's Crossbow (14k) light; +3 atk; cat's grace (3) 1/day.
Shielded Mailripper (30k) heavy; +4 atk; +2 AC.
The Army Scythe (17k) light; +1; Rapid Reload.
Beloved Geloise (60k) heavy; +3 atk; Freedom of Movement.
Firetooth (157k) heavy; +4; +2 atk; unlimited ammo, +1d6 fire.

Longbows
These items use the Longbow base item type.

Masterwork Composite Longbow (2k) +1 atk; +2 mighty.
Masterwork Longbow (0.5k) +1 atk.
Composite Longbow of the Hand (4k) +2 atk; +2 mighty.
The Dead Shot (5k) +2 atk; +2 vs. animals.
Arc of Gold (18k) +6 atk.
Heartseeker (17k) +3; unique power 1/day.
Kaylessa's Bow (23k) +1; +2 atk; +2 mighty; +1 Dex.
Mana Bow (25k) +2; SR 14.
Mithril Arc (25k) +7 attack.
Ripper (17k) +2; +4 mighty.
Strong Arm (20k) +2; +5 mighty.
Sun-Reacher (18k) +4 atk; protection from arrow 1/day.
Sophias  Flight (45k)  +3  atk;  +3  mighty;  Bull's  Strength (10) 

1/day.
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Taralash (40k) +5; Dash.

Shortbows
These items use the Shortbow base item type.

Bow of Avoreen (2k) +2 atk. For halfling.
Masterwork Shortbow (0.5k) +1 atk.
Protector of the Dryads (1k) +1 atk; +2 atk vs. orc.
Flamekiller (22k) +3 atk; +4 mighty; DR cold 5.
Messenger of Sseth (20k) +2 atl; +3 mighty; Rapid Shot.
Rabbit Slayer (11k) +3 atk; +2 Hide; +1 SV reflex.
Tuigan Short Bow (12k) +1; Rapid Shot.
Darkfire  Bow (76k)  +4  atk;  DR cold  5;  DR fire  5;  haste (10 

1/day.
Eye of the Hunter (75k) +2 atk; +4 mighty; +1 Str; +3 Dex.
Short  Bow  of  Gessen (113k)  +4  atk;  unlimited  ammo:  +1d6 

electric; DR electric 10.
Tansheron's  Short  Bow (35k)  +3  atk;  +3  mighty;  unlimited 

ammo.

Slings
These items use the Sling base item type.

Giant Killer (2k) +1 atk; +3 atk vs. giant.
Nimble Cat-tail (5k) +1 atk; +1 Dex.
Sparrow (8k) +3 atk; +1 SV reflex.
The Left Hand of Darkness (4k) +1 atk; immunity to disease.
Sling of Everard (71k) +5 atk; unlimited ammo: +2.

Throwing
These items use the Dart, Grenade, Shuriken or Throwing 

Axe base item type.
Caltrops (3) grenadelike; unique power.
Needle of Black Adder Venom (0.1k) dart; on hit: unique power; 

-1 dmg.
Needle of Bloodroot Toxin (0.1k) dart; on hit: unique power;  -1 

dmg.
Needle of Blue Whinnis Toxin (0.1k) dart; on hit: unique power; 

-1 dmg.
Needle of Deathblade Toxin (0.3k) dart; on hit: unique power; -1 

dmg.
Needle of Giant Wasp Poison (0.4k) dart; on hit: unique power; 

-1 dmg.
Needle of Greenblood Oil (0.2k)  dart; on hit: unique power;  -1 

dmg.
Needle  of  Large  Scorpion  Venom (0.4k)  dart;  on  hit:  unique 

power; -1 dmg.
Needle  of  Medium  Spider  Venom (0.2k)  dart;  on  hit:  unique 

power; -1 dmg.
Needle of Purple Worm Poison (2k) dart; on hit: unique power; 

-1 dmg.
Needle of Shadow Essence (0.4k)  dart; on hit: unique power;  -1 

dmg.
Needle  of  Small  Centipede  Poison (0.1k)  dart;  on  hit:  unique 

power; -1 dmg.
Dire Plague Darts (1k) dart; +3; on hit: wounding, DC 16.
Zilzanzer's Magnificent Dart (0.6k) dart; +1; unique power.
Adron's  Long-winded Theorems (4k)  dart;  +3;  on  hit:  ability 

drain, DC 16, Int; on hit: ability drain, DC 16, Wis.
Boomerang Dart (7k) dart; +2; returning weapon.
Crimson Dart (7k) dart; +3; returning weapon.
Hangard's  Axe  of  Hurling (7k)  throwing  axe;  +2;  returning 

weapon.
Needle  of  Wyvern Poison (3k)  dart;  on  hit:  unique  power;  -1 

dmg.
Firetooth (28k) dart; +3; +2 fire dmg; returning weapon.
Rifthome Axe (17k) throwing axe; +3; returning weapon.
Azuredge Axe (124k)  throwing axe; +3; +4 dmg vs. undead; on 

hit: slay racial group, DC 16, undead; returning weapon.
Delnar's Dart of Dispelling (65k) dart; +2; on hit: dispel magic, 

DC 14; on hit: unique power.
Dwarven Thrower (32k)  throwing axe; +3;  +8 dmg vs. giants; 

returning weapon.
K'logarath (112k)  throwing axe; +4; +1d6 bludgeon dmg; +1d6 

massive criticals; on hit: stun, DC 16; 33% 1 round.
The Black Lamia's Tongue (89k)  dart; +2; +1d6 slash dmg; on 

hit: wounding, DC 16.
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III. Scripted Items
The  following  items  have  unique  properties  that  are 

managed by scripts.

Adron's Long-Winded Theorems
Upon striking a target, the unique power of this dart gives 

a 10% chance of apply a feeble mind effect.

Amulet of Cheetah Speed
This  item  uses  a  tag-based  script  to  apply  a  20% 

permanent movement increase while the item is equipped. 
The unequip script removes the effect.

Amulet of Dark Flesh
When equipped, this cursed item will inflict ghoul rot.

Amulet of the Master Harper
When  this  item  is  equipped,  a  tag-based  script 

automatically  removes  any  existing  silence  effects.  The 
item is restricted to bards and rogues, which balances this 
power  somewhat.  Equipping  the  item  will  cause  a 
permanent  immunity  to  silence  effects.  This  effect  is 
removed by the tag-based unequip script.

Arcane Dueling Staff
When  an  arcane  spell  is  cast  into  this  staff,  a  script 

modifies  the  item  properties  to  provide  the  wielder  with 
immunity to that spell. Only one such immunity is allowed 
at  a  time,  but  this  immunity  can be changed as  often  as 
needed  just  by expending  the  necessary  spells.  The  spell 
immunity item property constant is obtained by searching 
the  'iprp_spellcost.2da'  file  to  find  the  row  with  the 
matching spell ID on the SpellIndex column. If no match is 
found, the prior immunity is left in place.

Armor of Faith
 A follower of Mielikki gains a +2 to saving throws versus 

the elements while wearing this armor.

Arrow of Slaying
As per the original  item,  this  arrow is  intended to  slay 

Ogre Magi. A tag-based script is used to check whether the 
target has a resource reference string of "c_ogremagi". If so, 
the target must make a Fort save versus death at DC 16 or 

die.

Azuredge Axe +3
This  is  a  throwing weapon that  returns to  the wielder's 

hand immediately after being hurled. As there is no built-in 
mechanism to implement this, the returning weapon effect 
is  simulated  using  unequip,  acquire  and  equip  tag-based 
scripts. These scripts were extensively tested and most, if 
not  all  of  the  problems  were  ironed  out.  However,  the 
unfortunate side effect of using this weapon is a tendency 
toward an excessive number of messages in the chat log.

This weapon should be made available with a stack size of 
exactly  1,  otherwise it  can be split  among multiple  party 
members.

Backbiter
Upon striking a foe, this spear also inflicts 1d6 points of 

piercing damage upon the wielder.

Bag of Tricks
On  activating  this  item,  a  tag-based  script  summons  a 

randomly selected animal to server the owner for ten game 
minutes. The possible animals are a weasel, badger, wolf, 
panther, wolverine or boar.

Baleful Mail
When this helm is acquired by a follower of Bane, it adds 

a +4 Intimidate skill item property. Otherwise, the property 
is stripped off.

Bardic Horn of Valhalla
The  activation  script  for  this  item  will  summon  2‒4 

barbarians that serve as henchmen to the owner for a period 
of  six  game minutes.  First,  a  matching number of script-
hidden creatures (rats) are created. Next, the barbarians are 
summoned  with  the  script-hidden  creatures  as  their 
controllers. Finally, the barbarians are converted into loyal 
henchmen of the PC. As a result, summoning the warriors 
will not cause other creatures to be unsummoned.

Beaker of Plentiful Potions
When this beaker is first acquired, five randomly selected 

potions will  be chosen.  Once per day this  beaker  can be 
activated, dispensing the next potion in the list as an item in 
the PCs inventory.
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The nominal  value of an item that  provides a 3rd-level 
spell once per day is 11,758 gp, which is equivalent to the 
cost  of  67 potions  of  speed or  980 potions  of  cure  light 
wounds. Hence, while this item might appear a ready source 
of  income  to  the  players,  in  reality  they  could  probably 
make more money over the course of a campaign just by 
selling it.

Bell of the Unseen Servant
The activation script for this item simulates the actions of 

an  unseen  servant,  as  per  the  spell.  A  non-static  target 
object must be located within a distance of 2.5 of the mouse 
click,  or  a  failure  message  will  be  printed.  The  type  of 
action attempted depends on the object targeted.

• Door  ‒ the  item  will  attempt  to  open  an  unlocked 
closed door or close an open door.

• Placeable  ‒ an  'unseen  servant'  creature  is  briefly 
summoned  to  operate  the  object.  If  the  placeable  is 
trapped, this will trigger the trap.

• Trap ‒ for a trap trigger, a save is made at 10 + 1d20 
against the Disarm DC of the trap; on a failed save the 
trap is triggered and disarmed.

• Item ‒ If a dropped item weighing 20 pounds or less is 
within a range of 100, or if a dropped item weighing 
100 pounds or less is within a range of 20, the item is 
moved to the inventory of the player. 

• Creature  ‒ on a failed Will save at DC 11, the target 
creature becomes distracted and is at -2 to Listen and 
Spot for 1d4+4 rounds.

Berduskan Black Brew
The  activation  script  for  this  potion  provides  the 

equivalent of completing a full rest. This item is primarily 
useful for campaigns where finding a safe place to rest is 
difficult or dangerous.

Black Knight
This item summons the Black Knight  to serve the item 

owner for seven game minutes. The Knight is a 7th level 
fighter  equipped  with  custom  +1  longsword  and  a 
masterwork large shield (designed to be consistent with the 
dark hue).

The Black Lamia's Tongue
This  weapon  returns  to  the  wielder's  hand  after  being 

thrown. For details, see the notes for the Azuredge Axe.

Black Spider Figurine
The activation script for this Figurine of Wondrous Power 

will summon a unique spider named Kitthix once per day. 
This spider will remain for a period of three hours, or until 
destroyed.  (The  spider  can  be  summoned  again  even  if 
slain.)

Blackrazor
The  On  Equip  script  for  this  item  gives  the  wielder 

immunity to  charm effects.  The On Hit  Cast  Spell  script 
gives a 15% chance to apply 4 negative levels to the target, 
as  well  as  healing  the  wielder  for  20  points  of  damage, 
giving a haste effect and +4 to Str for the next 4 rounds.

Blessed Helm of Lathander
When this helm is acquired by a follower of Lathander, it 

adds  a  +2 save  vs.  poison  item property.  Otherwise,  the 
property is stripped off.

Blur Deck
Each time this item is activated, the tag-based script will 

apply a blur effect on the owner that lasts 1d12 rounds.

Boomerang Dart
This  weapon  returns  to  the  wielder's  hand  after  being 

thrown. For details, see the notes for the Azuredge Axe.

Boots of the Fox
This  item  uses  a  tag-based  script  to  apply  a  40% 

permanent movement increase when the item is equipped. 
The unequip script removes the effect it.

Boots of Lightning Speed
This  item  has  equip  and  unequip  tag-based  scripts. 

Applying the boots gives the wearer the benefit of a haste 
effect,  along with doubling of movement speed and a net 
armor class increase of +2. However, the wearer is unable 
to  cast  spells,  suffers  a  -20  penalty  to  any  attack,  a  -2 
penalty  to  Reflex  saves  and  a  -2  penalty  to  all  skills. 
Removing  the  boots  also  removes  these  effects,  but  the 
owner is fatigued for a period.
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Boots of the Many Paths
The tag-based activation script applies a blur effect to the 

wearer lasting 5 minutes. This provides 20% concealment.

Boots of Tremorsense
When  these  boots  are  equipped,  the  tag-based  script 

provides permanent see-invisibility and ultravision effects. 
These are removed when the boots are unequipped.

Bronze Horn of Valhalla
The  activation  script  for  this  item's  unique  power  will 

summon a custom 7th level berserker fighter to serve the 
horn owner for a minute.

Card of Fate
This item is specifically for use with the Deck of many 

Things. It applies a permanent curse to the owner that can 
not be removed by a spell or selling the card to a shop.

Celestial Fury Katana
On a hit, there is a 5% chance that the On Hit Cast Spell 

script  for  this  item  will  inflict  6d6  points  of  electrical 
damage to the opponent.

Cloak of Mystra's Embrace
When this cloak is acquired by a follower of Mystra, it 

adds a +4 Concentration skill item property. Otherwise, the 
property is stripped off.

Cloak of the Sewers
Activating the unique power causes the activation script to 

polymorph the wearer into a troll for seven turns. This is an 
extraordinary power that can not be magically dispelled.

Cloak of the Wolf
The activation  script  for  this  item applies  a  permanent, 

non-locked polymorph, transforming the cloak wearer into a 
wolf. This can be reversed by the player right-clicking on 
their  character  and  selecting  "Original  Form".  The 
polymorph can be used an unlimited number of times.

Club of Detonation
When this club hit's a target the unique property activates 

the on-hit  cast  spell  script.  This  script  gives  a  chance  of 
adding  fire  damage  to  the  target.  It  also  gives  a  smaller 

chance of casting a fireball centered on the target. As this 
fireball is generated by the club's trapped demon, everybody 
in  the target  area is  subject  to  the damage,  including the 
wielder.

Crimson Dart
This  weapon  returns  to  the  wielder's  hand  after  being 

thrown. For details, see the notes for the Azuredge Axe.

Dagger of Light
When this weapon is first acquired by a party member, the 

tag-based acquire script selects for a random wizard in party 
and tailors the name and description for that character. The 
description  says  that  the  dagger  was  created  by  the 
character's apprentices. If there is no wizard in the party, the 
properties are left unchanged.

Dancing Sword of Cimrius
When activated, the sword is unequipped and a construct 

is summoned that will  wield a matching sword. This will 
remain  in  effect  for  5  turns,  unless  the  PC re-equips  the 
sword. In the latter case, the construct is destroyed.

Deck of Many Things
This item has a complex activation script that will apply 

one  of  13  outcomes  to  the  item  owner.  Six  of  these 
outcomes  are  beneficial,  while  six  are  harmful.  The 
thirteenth  item,  the  joker,  applies  both  beneficial  and 
harmful  effects.  Some  of  the  effects  are  'permanently' 
applied in the form of a cursed 'Card of Fate' item in the PC 
inventory.

• Sun ‒ gain 500 * level experience points plus a unique 
item customized for the character's class. This uses the 
treasure  system  to  generate  the  treasure,  which  is 
scaled by the total PC class levels.

• Moon  ‒  a  'Card  of  Fate'  is  gained  that  provides  a 
permanent  +8  save  to  poison  or  disease,  or  a  10/- 
resistance to one of the five elements.

• Star ‒ a 'Card of Fate' provides a permanent +4 bonus 
to the character's primary ability score.

• Throne ‒ the character  receives a nebulous message 
about being fated to gain a stronghold. A 'Card of Fate' 
provides a permanent +4 bonus to a Charisma-based 
skill  and  a  +4  bonus  to  save  versus  either  poison, 
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mind-affecting or fear.

• Key ‒ the character finds treasure in the form of gold 
and  a  magic  item.  The  latter  is  generated  by  the 
treasure system.

• Knight ‒ a 'Card of Fate' allows a randomly-selected 
elemental to be summoned once per day.

• Void  ‒  a  'Card  of  Fate'  curses  the  character  with  a 
permanent daze and spell failure effects. In effect, this 
is to simulate the character's loss of psyche.

• Flames  ‒  a  high-level  creature  is  summoned  that 
immediately attacks the deck owner.

• Skull ‒ one or more undead are summoned to attack 
each member of the party. This is scaled by the level 
of the characters and should be a difficult fight.

• Ruin ‒ the deck owner loses all gold, gems and non-
magical  rings  and  amulets.  No  plot  items  will  be 
destroyed.

• Euryale  ‒  a  'Card  of  Fate'  curses  the  owner  with  a 
permanent -3 to all saves.

• Rogue ‒ a  rogue  is  summoned to attack  the owner. 
The rogue is hidden by an improved invisibility effect 
and carries an Ichtia's Neck Knife dagger. The level of 
the rogue is scaled to provide a challenge to the PC.

• Jester  ‒ a 'Card of Fate'  provides three positive and 
three  negative effects  on the character.  The primary 
ability  of  the  character  is  improved  by  +2,  while 
another ability is decrease by 2. Likewise, two saves 
are modified by ±3, a +10 damage resistance is gained 
and a 25% damage vulnerability is added.

Delnar's Dart of Dispelling
This  weapon  returns  to  the  wielder's  hand  after  being 

thrown.  For  details,  see the notes  for  the Azuredge  Axe. 
When  the  weapon  returns  from  an  attack,  it  has  a  10% 
chance to blind the wielder for three rounds.

Devil's Due
On a hit, 1d6 acid damage is also inflicted to the wielder 

(per the description).

Dwarven Ogre
When  this  belt  is  worn,  it  will  give  the  wearer  a 

permanent 20% concealment benefit. This is removed when 

the belt is taken off.

Dwarven Thrower +3
This  weapon  returns  to  the  wielder's  hand  after  being 

thrown. For details, see the notes for the Azuredge Axe.

Elixir of Health
Drinking the potion will remove any poison effects then 

heal the character for 10 hit points.

Elixir of Vision
Imbibing  this  beverage  will  provide  a  +10  competence 

bonus to Search checks for a period of one hour.

Elven Healing Wine
Activation  of  this  potion  causes  the  tag-based  script  to 

heal  2d8  points  of  damage  and  to  apply  a  temporary 
inebriated state lasting 1 game minute.

Fade from View
When worn,  the  on-equip  item script  applies  improved  

invisibility then  runs  a  script  on  the  PC  that  applies  a 
cumulative 1-point Con decrease once per turn on a failed 
Fort save at DC 16. The Con decrease is an extraordinary 
effect lasting one hour.

Faith Killer Ax
On  a  hit,  the  tag-based  script  allows  a  5%  chance  of 

applying a dispel magic effect on the target.

Fire Kiss Dagger
On a hit, the tag-based script allows a 5% chance that the 

target  will  be subject  to an inferno-like spell  effect  for  9 
rounds. This effect runs once per round, applying damage 
unless the target dies.

Firetooth
This  weapon  returns  to  the  wielder's  hand  after  being 

thrown. For details, see the notes for the Azuredge Axe.

Flail of Veranon
Each of the two heads on this flail have a 10% chance to 

inflict  an additional  +1d10 points  of fire damage. This is 
applied via a unique power that functions on a hit.
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Foolsmiter
On a hit, the cast spell script compares the net intelligence 

of  the wielder to that  of  the opponent and inflicts  1d4+2 
magical damage to the one with the lower score. On a tie, 
the damage goes to the opponent.

The Frost's Embrace
When this helm is acquired by a follower of Auril, it adds 

a +2 save vs. cold item property. Otherwise, the property is 
stripped off.

Gauntlets of Infernal Damnation
The equip script for this cursed item will activate a loop in 

which the wearer takes 3d6 fire damage per round. If  the 
item is  removed from the equip slot,  it  is  restored to the 
same  slot.  After  the  curse  is  removed,  the  gauntlet  will 
become inert.

Girdle of Fortitude
The tag-based activation script for this item applies a +8 

Con bonus effect lasting 8 hours. It was confirmed through 
testing  that  this  effect  does  not  stack  with  the  Bear's 
Endurance spell or any items that provide a Con bonus.

The Giving Star
On a  hit,  the  tag-based  script  allows  a  10% chance  of 

casting cure light wounds on the wielder and increasing the 
wielder's strength by +1 for 5 rounds.

Glacial Resilience
The equip script for this item provides an elemental shield 

effect that inflicts 1d4 cold damage upon an attacker. The 
effect is removed by the unequip script.

The Glory of Suffering
When this armor is acquired by a follower of Ilmater, it 

adds  a  +2  save  vs.  fear  item  property.  Otherwise,  the 
property is stripped off.

Gnasher
On a hit,  the tag-based script  runs an iterative call  that 

applies  2  points  of  piercing  damage  per  round  for  four 
rounds. This call is maintained by the module.

Hangard's Axe of Hurling
This  weapon  returns  to  the  wielder's  hand  after  being 

thrown. For details, see the notes for the Azuredge Axe.

Heartgrinder
The On Hit Cast Spell script for this item checks whether 

the target is a creature type that has a physical heart, then 
applies 1d6 electrical damage on a match. This has no effect 
on  constructs,  elementals,  incorporeals,  oozes,  plants  or 
undead, with the exception of vampires.

Helm of the Trusted Defender
This item uses a tag-based script to apply an immunity to 

sleep effects when the item is equipped. The unequip script 
searches for the effect and removes it. Once per day upon 
donning this helm, a fatigue effect will be eliminated. This 
is done by checking for effects matching those implemented 
by the ApplyFatigue routine in 'nwn2_inc_spells'.

Holy Chaos! Deck
Upon  activating  this  deck,  a  tag-based  script  randomly 

selects a beneficial  cleric spell and casts it  on the owner. 
There is a 36% chance it is a first-level spell, 28% chance of 
a second, 20% of a third, 12% of a fourth and 4% of a zero-
level spell. The item is priced as a charged item that casts 
one fourth-level spell.

Holy Symbol of Lathander
The equip item script for this ring will remove the item 

from the slot if the wearer does not have Lathander selected 
as the Deity.

Horn of Fog
The unique power of this horn activates a shrouding fog 

centered  on  the  caster.  This  provides  20%  concealment 
within the area of effect.

Horn of Kazargoth
The  unique  power  of  this  horn  provides  temporary 

benefits lasting 3 rounds. The owner becomes immune to 
spells of 2nd level or lower, all saving throws are improved 
by +2 and AC vs.  piercing  weapons is  increased  by +5. 
However,  the Con is decreased by 2 until  the wearer can 
rest. If  Con falls below 3, the owner is unable to use the 
horn.
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Holdfast Arrow
On a hit, this arrow will entangle the target for 4 rounds.

Holy Symbol of Lathander
Perhaps oddly, the original item was a ring, rather than an 

amulet.  Hence, this is a replica of the original item. This 
ring grants a loyal follower of Lathander a +1 AC bonus vs. 
undead.

Honorary Ring of Sune
The equip item script for this ring will remove the item 

from the slot if the wearer does not have Sune selected as 
the Deity.

House of Despana Insignia
On a failed  Reflex  saving  throw at  DC 20,  the  unique 

power  for  this  item  applies  an  effect  that  replicates  the 
Otiluke's resilient sphere spell. The target is stunned and 99 
points  of  damage  reduction  effects  are  applied  for  seven 
rounds.

Ioun Stone
This item must be activated by its unique power. The tag-

based activation script will create a beneficial effect and the 
visual appearance of an orbiting ioun stone. This is created 
as  an extraordinary  effect,  so  it  will  deactivate  when the 
character  rests.  A tag-based unacquire  script  will  remove 
the effects.

Iron Hand of Ohanion
The activation script for this item gives the owner 1d6 gp.

Jester's Bag of Holding
When activated, this item will generate either a low-level 

mundane item (80% chance), a modicum of treasure (10%), 
some  ammo  (7%),   or  a  disposable  item  (3%)  such  an 
alchemical mixture. The item is generated using the toolset's 
treasure system.

Kiel's Morningstar
The  on-hit  script  for  this  cursed  weapon  will 

automatically apply a rage effect upon the wielder lasting 
five rounds, followed by a fatigue effect lasting six rounds. 
If  the  wielder  is  already  enraged,  then  there  will  be  no 

further  effect.  If  the  wielder  becomes  enraged  while 
fatigued, then the character must make a Fort roll at DC 12 
or become exhausted. This exhaustion can only be removed 
by resting.

K'logarath
This  weapon  returns  to  the  wielder's  hand  after  being 

thrown. For details, see the notes for the Azuredge Axe.
On a hit, this weapon is supposed to apply a knockdown 

effect accompanied by 2d6 points magical damage. As the 
Unique  Power  (OnHit)  item  property  didn't  work  for  a 
throwing  weapon,  this  effect  is  instead  implemented  by 
applying  a  1-point  temporary  Dexterity  reduction  on  a 
failed Will check. When the weapon returns to the wielder's 
hand,  a  check  is  made  to  see  if  the  Dex  reduction  was 
applied.  If  so,  that  effect  is  removed and the knockdown 
and magic damage are applied instead. This seemed to work 
reasonably well in testing.

The Lady on Fire
This  +2  longsword,  +4  vs.  evil  is  an  example  of  the 

toolset's "intelligent weapon" scripts and item properties. It 
has a matching Conversation script to generate one-liners, 
along  with  a  dedicated  Ipoint  placeable  for  hosting 
interactive  conversations.  The  file  'bbls_lady_on_file.erf' 
can  be  imported  into  your  toolset  to  add  a  basic 
conversation template for this sword.

Anybody using a variant of this weapon in a module is 
encouraged to customize the Conversation file to suit their 
plot and to use the 'One-Liner Intelligent Weapon' trigger 
for activating situational floating strings.

Lolth's Cruel Sting
On a hit,  there  is  a  33% chance that  the target  will  be 

webbed for 5 rounds and poisoned by spider venom. The 
spider type venom is for a large spider for most wielders, 
and a huge spider when wielded by a follower of Lolth. If 
the web or spider poison is already in effect, it will not be 
re-applied.

Lucky Pendant of Malfaeous
When acquired by a warlock, this pendant is modified to 

provide a +3 bonus to the skill with the highest ranks, +2 to 
the skill with the second highest ranks and +1 to the skill 
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with  the  third  highest  ranks.  On  ties,  the  higher  skill  is 
chosen  at  random.  The  bonuses  change  whenever  a  new 
warlock acquires the pendant.

Lute of the Restful Soul
When  activated,  the  owner  must  make  a  Perform  skill 

check  at  DC  15.  On  a  success,  any  undead  within  a 
'colossal' radius receive a -4 turn resistance penalty lasting 
10 rounds.

Mace of Weal or Woe
The  unique  on-hit  power  of  this  weapon  gives  a  20% 

chance  of  inflicting  a  bestow curse upon the  target.  The 
opponent gets a Will save at DC 14 to avoid the effect.

Mercenary's End
The unique power of this armor will remove the fatigue 

effect from all members of the party.

Mooncalf Shield
While this shield is being wielded, the PC is defended by 

a protection from arrows effect.

Mountains of Selune
When equipped, this item provides blanked immunity to 

blindness.  For  a  follower  of  Selune,  ultravision  is  also 
provided. This is removed when the weapon is unequipped.

Neb's Nasty Cutter
The poison for this weapon is applied as a Unique power 

that runs a tag-based script. If the target is not yet poisoned, 
a dose of Sassone Leaf Residue poison is applied. Up to ten 
doses can be used before the poison becomes inert.

Needle of ...
On a successful hit, these darts will inflict a poison effect 

on the target. The effects of each poison are determined by 
the appropriate row of the 'poison.2da' file.

Necklace of Adaptation
This necklace will provide immunity to the stinking cloud, 

cloudkill,  drown, mass drown,  and  swamp lung spells.  It 
also provides immunity to the  pulse: drown,  ghast stench, 
golem breath, and choking grenade effects. As there are no 

item properties in the toolset interface that will provide an 
immunity  to  pulse:  drown,  ghast  stench,  golem  breath, 
choking  grenade, mass  drown,  and  swamp  lung,  this  is 
provided through an On Equip script. This effect is removed 
when the ring is unequipped.

The Night's Gift
A follower of Shar gains the ability to cast blinsight once 

per day while wearing this armor. If worn by a follower of 
Mystra, this armor gives a -2 penalty to the Search and Spot 
skills.

Potion
The  following  potions  have  unique  effects  that  are 

implemented using scripts:

• ...of  Absorption ‒  this  improves  armor  class  versus 
bludgeoning weapons by +8 and makes  the  imbiber 
immune to electrical damage. The effect lasts for 10 
minutes.

• ...of  Cold  Resistance ‒  this  applies  20  points  of 
damage resistance versus cold lasting 10 minutes.

• ...of Darkvision ‒ this gives the darkvision ability to 
the imbiber for 20 minutes.

• ...of Fire Resistance ‒ this applies 20 points of damage 
resistance versus fire lasting 10 minutes.

• ...of Insulation ‒ this 20 points of damage resistance 
versus electricity lasting 10 minutes.

• ...of Invulnerability ‒ improves armor class by +8 and 
adds a +5 bonus to all saving throws. The effect lasts 
for 10 minutes.

• ...of  Master  Thievery ‒  if  the  imbiber  has  any  skill 
ranks in open lock or sleight of hand, the potion will 
increase  the  corresponding  skill  level  by  +8  for  a 
period of three hours.

• Red Potion ‒ It will increase the person's base Int by 
10 (to a maximum of 25), decrease the base Wis to 3 
and  the  base  Str  to  3.  Finally,  it  will  raise  Spell 
Resistance to at least 18.

• Violet Potion ‒ It will increase the person's base Str by 
10 (to a maximum of 25), decrease the base Dex to 3 
and the base Con to 3.
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Potion (Unidentified)
This item can be used to create an arbitrary crafted potion 

that  is acquired from a spell caster  with the Brew Potion 
feat. The local variable 'des_crft_spells_row' can be set to a 
row  number  in  the  'des_crft_spells.2da'  file  that  has  a 
NoPotion entry of '0'.  When the item is acquired, the On 
Acquire script will convert it to a potion corresponding to 
the row entry. If the variable is left at the default value of 
zero, or if the variable is set to an invalid potion type, the 
script will convert the item into a random (but valid) potion.

Pudu's Plight
On a hit with this weapon, there is a 50% chance that it 

will apply +2d6 fire damage. There is also a 10% chance 
that it will apply an additional +2d10 fire damage.

Redemption
Striking  a  foe  with  this  weapon  will  cause  any  charm 

effects to be removed.

Rifthome Axe
This  weapon  returns  to  the  wielder's  hand  after  being 

thrown. For details, see the notes for the Azuredge Axe.

Ring of Air Control
When activated, the unique power in this ring will apply a 

charm monster spell to a target that is an air elemental.

Ring of Arcane Storage
This item functions somewhat like a ring of spell storing, 

except that the owner can cast any of the three stored spells 
as long as there are charges remaining. (Thus it is more like 
a sorcerer's version of the ring.) The example ring in this set 
contains  the 2nd level  spells  blindsight,  lesser  dispel and 
web.

Each  of  the  spells  in  the  item  use  an  even  number  of 
charges,  whereas the ring has an odd number of charges. 
This will prevent the ring from vanishing when the last spell 
is cast. To recharge the ring, the owner must find a way to 
cast any one of the three allowed spells back into the item. 
This activates an i_bbrg_arcanstore_ci script that increases 
the charges  back up at  the rate  of  a  two charges  (= one 
spell) per spell cast.

To modify the spells in the ring:

1. Make a copy of the item.

2. Change  the  item  properties  to  have  the  new  spells 
(with two charges per use each).

3. Change the item's tag to a unique string

4. Copy the i_bbrg_arcanstore_ci script to the appropriate 
name (i_<item_tag>_ci)

5. Modify  the  script  to  use  the  matching  SPELL_* 
constants in the switch statement.

6. Compile the script.
I chose to make the spells the same level. You could try 

spells at different levels and use two charges for the lower 
level spells then four charges for the higher level spells. The 
total charges in the ring should equal the sum of the charges 
required for each of the spells, plus one. This will guarantee 
that the PC could cast each of the spells once.

Ring of Fire Control
When activated, the unique power in this ring will apply a 

charm monster spell to a target that is a fire elemental.

Ring of the Gorgon
Equipping this ring will apply a permanent petrification to 

the wearer  with no save.  This effect can be undone by a 
stone to flesh spell.

Ring of X-ray Vision
This item is an attempt to simulate the ring of x-ray vision 

that was available in older versions of the board game. The 
ring provides a +1 to search and spot, which simulates the 
ability to look through barriers.

The ring's unique power can be used on a creature, door or 
placeable.  For  a  door,  it  will  provide  some  information 
about the hardness of the door and the complexity of the 
lock. For a  creature or container,  it  will  give a summary 
report  about  the  inventory.  (No  information  is  provided 
about the value of items or whether they are magical.) Each 
use of the ring's special ability applies a 2-point reduction in 
Con, which is removed upon resting.

Ring of Water Breathing
This  ring  will  provide  immunity  to  the  drown, mass  

drown, and swamp lung spells. As there is no item property 
in  the  toolset  interface  that  will  provide  an  immunity  to 
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mass drown and  swamp lung,  this is provided through an 
On Equip script. This effect is  removed when the ring is 
unequipped.

Rivenings of Ao
The On Acquire script for this robe modifies the magic 

properties based on the PC's deity and alignment. There are 
41  possible  combinations  of  item  properties,  plus  seven 
different 'light' hues.

Robe of Many Eyes
Donning this robe causes the wearer to gain the ability to 

see  invisible  creatures.  This  ability  is  removed  when the 
robe is taken off.

Rod of Resting
The tag-based activation script for this item provides the 

equivalent of a full rest  for the members of a party.  This 
item is primarily intended for campaigns where finding a 
safe place to rest may be difficult or dangerous.

Rod of Withering
The activation power for this rod requires a touch attack. 

If  successful,  the  activation script  checks if  the opponent 
fails a Fortitude save at DC 17, then applies 1d4 Str damage 
and 1d4 Con damage. This damage is not cumulative with 
previous strikes of the rod.

Ryomaru's Harmless Tanuki Staff
Upon striking a target, this staff can randomly apply one 

or more of the following effects:

• Chaos Mist poison (20%)

• +1d4 piercing damage (10%)

• +1d8 bludgeoning damage (10%)

• +1d6 piercing damage (15%)

• Fort save at DC 15 or stunned for 1d2 rounds (10%)

• +1d6 bludgeoning damage (10%)

• +1d4 acid damage (10%)

• slay living spell-like effect (10%)

• Fort save at DC 15 or blinded for 6 rounds (10%)
There is a small chance that some of these effects will also 

be applied to the wielder.

Scroll
The  following  scrolls  have  unique  effects  that  are 

implemented using scripts:

• Protection  from Acid ‒ this  provides  DR 10  versus 
acid for 12 hours.

• Protection from Cold ‒ this  provides  DR 10 versus 
cold for 12 hours.

• Protection  from  Electricity ‒ this  provides  DR  10 
versus electricity for 12 hours.

• Protection from Fire ‒ this provides DR 10 versus fire 
for 12 hours.

• Protection from Petrification ‒ this provides immunity 
to the flesh to stone and power word: petrify spells. It 
also give immunity to the breath, gaze and touch spell-
like  abilities  that  cause  petrification.  The  protection 
expires after 6 hours.

• Protection from Poison ‒ first this scroll removes any 
existing  poison  effects.  Next  it  provides  immunity 
from poison for 6 hours.

• Protection from Sound ‒ this provides DR 10 versus 
sonic for 12 hours.

• Protection  from  Undead ‒ this  gives  a  +20  AC 
deflection  bonus  for  ten  minutes  against  attacks  by 
undead creatures.

Short Sword of Mask
Upon striking  an  opponent  with  this  sword,  the  unique 

power of this weapon gives a 15% chance that the target 
will  be  entangled  for  four  rounds.  If  the  wielder  is  a 
follower of Mask, there is a 15% chance the target will also 
receive a negative level.

Silver Horn of Valhalla
The  activation  script  for  this  item's  unique  power  will 

summon a custom 5th level berserker fighter to serve the 
horn owner for a minute.

Skirling Svirfneblin Skull
On a hit, the unique power of this flail has a 50% chance 

to cast dispel magic on the target as a 9th level caster. There 
is also a 66% to deafen the target for nine rounds on a failed 
Fort save at DC 13, and a 25% chance to deafen the wielder 
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for nine rounds on a failed Fort save at DC 13.

Skullcrusher
If  the target is a humanoid,  the unique power applies a 

bonus +2 magical damage on a hit.

The Sleeper
On a hit the unique power applies a sleep effect lasting 3 

rounds,  but  only  if  the  target  is  a  humanoid  that  is  not 
immune to sleep and fails a Will save at DC 14.

Spear of Kerish
The tag-based activation script  for  this  weapon gives  a 

10% chance of applying an additional 1d6 cold damage.

Staff of Air
On a hit,  the unique on-hit  power will cause a script to 

check  whether  the  opponent  is  one  of  the  standard  air 
elementals. If so, a Fortitude save is made at DC 18. On a 
failure,  the  air  elemental  is  slain.  The  unique  activation 
power will summon a huge air elemental.

Staff of the Ram +4
On 10% of the hits with this quarterstaff, a script applies a 

knockdown  and  stun  effect  to  medium-sized  or  smaller 
opponents.

Staff of the Woodlands
The  activation  script  for  this  item's  unique  power  will 

summon a shambling mound to serve the wielder.

Staff of Striking
Each time the activation option for this staff is selected, a 

script will update the number of charges per use, setting it 
to 1, 2, 3, then back to 0. If set to a positive charge, the On 
Hit Cast Spell script staff will apply an additional 3, 6, or 9 
hit points of magical damage, respectively.

Storm Star +5
On a hit, the unique power has a 5% chance to apply a 

chain lightning spell cast at 11th level. This is not a spell, 
however, so spell resistance is not checked.

Sune's Laurel of Favor
A follower of Sune gains +2 permanent hit points while 

this helm is being worn.

Symbol of Corellon Larethion
Elf  or  half-elf  followers  of  Corellon  Larethian  gain  an 

immunity to the spell cause fear while this amulet is being 
worn.

Talos' Gift
When this helm is equipped by a follower of Talos, it adds 

a +2 save vs. cold item property. Otherwise, the property is 
stripped off.

Tashima's Hideous Club
Upon striking an opponent that is the same race and sub-

race as the wielder, the On-Hit Cast Spell script will apply a 
curse that results in a loss of 2d4 points of Charisma to the 
target.  In  return,  the  wielder  gains  a  bonus  to  Charisma 
equal  to half that  many points  for a period of five game 
hours.

Tenhammer Helm
When  this  armor  is  acquired  by  a  follower  of  Gaerdal 

Ironhand,  it  adds  a  +1  save  vs.  fear  and  mind-affecting 
effects  item  properties.  Otherwise,  the  properties  are 
stripped off.

Thunder Clap
When these bracers are worn by a monk, the number of 

attacks per round is increased by +1.

Translocation Arrow
On a ranged hit,  the  tag-based script  for  this  item will 

cause  the  attacker  to  be  moved  next  to  the  target.  An 
adjustment  to  this  location  is  performed  to  prevent  an 
overlap  in  position,  and  the  distance  from  the  target  is 
scaled by the creature's hit reach.

Troll Killer
Upon  striking  a  creature  with  the  "c_troll"  resource 

reference,  this  weapon  inflicts  2d6+2  additional 
bludgeoning damage. There is a 33% chance of causing the 
troll 1d6 points of fire damage and a 33% chance of causing 
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the troll 1d6 points of acid damage.

Vhailor's Helm
The unique power of this item will summon a simulacrum 

of  the  wearer  at  the  target  location,  as  per  the  shadow  
simulacrum spell.

Viol of the Hollow Men
The  unique  power  of  this  item  allows  the  wielder  to 

summon a shadow.

Wand of Cursing
The  activation  script  for  this  wand checks  whether  the 

target makes a Will save at DC 16. On a failure, the target is 
silenced and made deaf and blind for seven rounds.

Wand of Polymorphing
The  activation  script  for  this  wand will  polymorph  the 

target into a chicken on a failed Fort save at DC 16. This 
polymorph is applied as a permanent supernatural effect.

Wand of Scorching
When activated, the tag-based script creates a beam of fire 

between the owner and the target. Any creatures within a 
distance of 1.0 of the beam are subject to 2d8 fire damage, 
or half that if they make a Reflex save at DC 13. The target 
takes 3d6 fire damage with no save.

Wave Halberd
On a hit,  the  unique property of this  item gives a  15% 

chance to draw water from the target, causing 4d6 points of 
magical  damage.  If  the  opponent  is  a  fire  elemental,  the 
creature  is  slain  with  no  saving  throw.  Constructs  and 
undead are immune to the damage.

White Bishop
This item summons the 'White Bishop' creature to serve 

the item owner for 7 game minutes.  The Bishop is a 7th 
level cleric that has memorized various healing spells and 
should attempt to heal damaged party members.

Wizard Slayer
On a hit, a tag-based script checks whether the target has 

any class levels in bard, sorcerer, wizard or warlock. If so, 

and if a Will save at DC 18 is failed, then a temporary 80% 
arcane magic failure effect is applied lasting 1 round. Note 
that  this  has no effect  on creatures  with  a  magic  special 
ability, such as a Pixie or Ogre Magi.

Zilzander's Magnificent Dart
While these darts are equipped, the wielder's number of 

attacks increase by +2.
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IV. Paintings
The  following  painting  images  were  obtained  from the 

Commons space of the Wikipedia Media Foundation. These 
placeables  were created using the technique described by 
Amraphael in the "How to make your own NWN2 paintings 
-- The Easy and Free Way" tutorial, date June 15, 2002. The 
list below details the models provided in this package. Each 
entry shows the NWN2 label,  the placeable model name, 
the source model from the NWN2 data directory,  and the 
Wikipedia Commons file name. All images are in the public 
domain.

1. Romantic Landscape with Ruined Tower
By Thomas Cole (1838)

Label: CityMPainting201
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING201
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTNG1
Image: Cole, Thomas - Romantic Landscape with 

Ruined Tower - 1838.jpg

2. The Grand Odalisque
by Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres (1814)

Label: CityMPainting202
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING202
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTNG2
Image: Jean_Auguste_Dominique_Ingres_005.jpg

3. Portrait of Giovanni Arnolfini and his Wife (detail)
by Jan van Eyck (1434)

Label: CityMPainting203
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING203
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTNG3
Image: Jan_van_Eyck_001.jpg

4. The Ambassadors (detail)
by Hans Holbein the Younger (1533)

Label: CityMPainting204
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING204
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING4
Image: Ambassadors-Dinteville.jpg

5. Lady with an Ermine
by Leonardo da Vinci (c. 1490)

Label: CityMPainting205
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING205
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING5
Image: Lady_with_an_Ermine.jpg

6. Crystal Flower Pot and Container
by Pedro de Camprobin (1663)

Label: CityMPainting206
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING206
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING6
Image: CamprobinFlores.jpg

7. Gathering Mists
by Charles Warren Eaton (1905)

Label: CityMPainting207
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING207
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING7
Image: Charles_Warren_Eaton_Gathering_Mists.jpg

8. Portrait of a Young Wienerin

Label: CityMPainting208
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING208
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING8
Image: Meister_des_Albrechtsaltares.jpg

9. The Nightwatch (detail)
by Rembrandt Harmenszoon van Rijn (1642)

Label: CityMPainting209
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING209
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING9
Image: Rembrandt_van_Rijn-De_Nachtwacht-

1642.jpg

10. The Maids of Honour (detail)
by Diego Velázquez (1656)

Label: CityMPainting210
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING210
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING10
Image: Diego_Velázquez_-_Las_Meninas.jpg
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11. Supper at Emmaus (detail)
by Michelangelo da Caravaggio (1601-02)

Label: CityMPainting211
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING211
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING11
Image: 1602-

3_Caravaggio,Supper_at_Emmaus_National_G
allery,_London.jpg

12. The Horse Frightened by a Lion (detail)
by  George Stubbs

Label: CityMPainting212
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING212
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING12
Image: George_Stubbs_004.jpg

13. Portrait of Countess Maria Magda Kuefstein
by Anton Romako (1878-1880)

Label: CityMPainting213
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING213
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING13
Image: Anton_Romako_003.jpg

14. Genesee Scenery
by Thomas Cole (1847)

Label: CityMPainting214
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING214
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING14
Image: Cole_Thomas_Genesee_Scenery_1847.jpg

15. Heroic Landscape
by Gottfried Keller (1841-42)

Label: CityMPainting215
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING215
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTNG2
Image: Gottfried_Keller_Heroische_Landschaft_Oil.jp

g

16. Alfen ved Frederiksstad
by Amaldus Clarin Nielsen (1909)

Label: CityMPainting216
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING216
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING2
Image: Amaldus_Nielsen-

Aften_ved_Frederiksstad.jpg

17. Luncheon on the Grass (detail)
by Édouard Manet (1863)

Label: CityMPainting217
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING217
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTNG3
Image: Édouard_Manet_-

_Le_Déjeuner_sur_l'herbe.jpg

18. Måneskinn
by Erik Bodom (1869)

Label: CityMPainting218
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING218
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTNG1
Image: Erik_Bodom_-_Måneskinn.jpg

19. The Great Day of His Wrath
by John Martin (c. 1853)

Label: CityMPainting219
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING219
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTNG2
Image: MARTIN_John_Great_Day_of_His_Wrath.jpg

20. Deep Landscape with River and Bridge
by August Christian Geist (1850-1868)

Label: CityMPainting220
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING220
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTNG1
Image: August_geist_painting_1.jpg
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21. Scene in the Sierra Nevada
by Albert Bierstadt (c. 1861)

Label: CityMPainting221
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING221
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTNG1
Image: Bierstadt_Albert_Scene_in_the_Sierra_Nevada

.jpg

22. Grapes and Pomegranates
by Jean-Baptiste Siméon Chardin (1763)

Label: CityMPainting222
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING222
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTNG1
Image: Jean-Baptiste_Siméon_Chardin_030.jpg

23. A Young Patrician Lady
by School of Leonardo da Vinci

Label: CityMPainting223
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING223
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING4
Image: A_Young_Patrician_Lady_-

_School_of_Leonardo_da_Vinci.png

24. Portrait of Cornelis van der Geest
by Anthony van Dyck (1620)

Label: CityMPainting224
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING224
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING11
Image: Anthonis_van_Dyck_025.jpg

25. Christ in the Storm on the Sea of Galilee
by Ludolf Bakhuysen (1695)

Label: CityMPainting225
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING225
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTNG3
Image: Backhuysen, Ludolf - Christ in the Storm on 

the Sea of Galilee - 1695.jpg

26. Self-portrait
by Pedro Berruguete (c. 1490)

Label: CityMPainting226
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING226
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING6
Image: Berruguete-Pedro-selfportrait.jpg

27. Portrait of the Pfalzgrafen Ottheinrich
by Georg Pencz (1530-1545)

Label: CityMPainting227
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING227
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING4
Image: Georg_Pencz_001.jpg

28. The Virtue
by Giovanni Bellini (c. 1500)

Label: CityMPainting228
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING228
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING14
Image: Giovanni_Bellini_004.jpg

29. Gypsy with a Mandolin
by Jean Baptiste Camille Corot

Label: CityMPainting229
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING229
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING9
Image: Gypsy_with_a_Mandolin_-

_Jean_Baptiste_Camille_Corot.png

30. Maria Magdalena
by Pietro Perugino (c. 1500)

Label: CityMPainting230
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING230
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING13
Image: Pietro_Perugino_047.jpg

31. Charles V at Mühlberg
by Tizian (1548)

Label: CityMPainting231
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING231
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING12
Image: Tizian_082.jpg
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32. Portrait of a Young Man in Profile
by Masaccio (c. 1425)

Label: CityMPainting232
Model: PLC_MC_PAINTING232
Source: PLC_MC_PAINTING10
Image: Masaccio_032.jpg
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